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Teacher standards to be raised
by Tom Schrock
Stiff Writer
Academic Council yesterday
discussed plans for implementation of
more stringent teacher education
standards adopted by the Ohio Board
of Education in December, 1974.
Dr. Patricia Mills, associate
professor of education, and Dean
David G. Elsass of the College of
Education reported on steps they have
taken toward redesigning the teacher
education program. Final plans must
be submitted to the Ohio Board of
Education by July 1, 1976 and must
be implemented by 1980.
The new standards are in addition
to the present requirements and apply
to all areas of teacher education. Elsass
said.
"FOR 25 years the emphasis has
been on getting new teachers to keep
up with the increase in births." Elsass

and admitted pursuant to criteria and
procedures adopted by the governing
body of the college or university
which are conducive to acquisition of
the body of knowledge, skills,
attitudes and values necessary for
becoming an effective teacher."
Dr. Elmer A. Spreitzer. associate
dean of the Graduate School, said the
decreased demand for teachers makes
stiffer requirements desirable but
decreased enrollment in most colleges
is a temptation to keep lower
standards.

said. "This is an appropriate time to
improve quality."
Included in the new standards are
increases in clinical experiences in
university laboratory settings and field
experiences. These experiences must
be equivalent to one full quarter and
are in addition to student teaching
requirements.
Elsass said this will not result in a
longer program but will require more
clinical and field work to be done by
freshmen and sophomores.
He said this will probably make it
more difficult for students to change
their major to education after the
freshman year.

HE CALLED for increased
recruiting of secondary education
students. 'There will be a shortage in
this area in a few years."
Mills said "program area
coordinating units" have been set up
to implement the new criteria. These
units include faculty members from all
areas of teacher education.
The council also accepted a plan
from the Special Committee on
Writing Skills to research the causes of
the "perceived lack of writing skill by
advanced undergraduates."
The plan includes having a random
sample of 100 juniors and seniors take
the spring. 1976 English 112
proficiency exam along with current
freshmen.
The exams will be graded aod
scaled to determine the writing skills
of advanced undergraduates in
comparison to proficiency exam
standards.

New faculty standards, which will
not be applied to present faculty,
require education faculty members to
have a minimum of three years of
satisfactory teaching experience in
elementary or secondary schools.
The state requires that there be 14-1
student-teacher ratio in education by
1980. The University is close to this
ratio now, according to Elsass.

MILLS SAID the College of
Education may have to establish an
admittance level of its own in order to
comply with an Ohio requirement.
The requirement states: "teacher
education students are to be selected

Reagan: nation 'wandering without aim'
By the Associated Presa
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Ronald Reagan, his quest for the
Republican presidential nomination
dormant for a week, took to the
airwaves last night and said the nation
is "wandering without aim" in its
foreign policy and dangerously inferior
in military strength.
In a half-hour address that cost him
$86,000, the former California
governor covered familiar ground as he
sought to redefine campaign issues and
take the offensive against President
Ford before a nationwide audience.
Elsewhere on the political front, the
Democratic candidates continued to
stump in Wisconsin and New York in
preparation for next week's primaries
in those stales. Reagan and Alabama
Gov. George Wallace both suffered
setbacks when they apparently failed
to qualify at-large delegate slates for
the June 8 Ohio primary.

Reagan had made only one
campaign appearance since he defeated
Ford in the March 23 North Carolina
primary. The former actor's speech
was taped Tuesday, and was billed as
the solution to frustration he
expressed at "not getting the message
to enough people."

SECRETARY OF State Ted W.
Brown said unofficial reports showed
that Wallace's petitions had dropped
from the 1,094 mark to less than the
1,000 required with the check about
three-quarters complete. Officials said
Reagan's petitions had 1,164
signatures and 263 of those were
disqualified.
In other political developments
yesterday:
-•Sen. Henry M. Jackson of
Washington campaigned in New York,
courting the votes of various ethnic
groups.
-Gov. Ella Grasso of Connecticut,
said in the past to be close to
endorsing Jackson, was reported by
the Connection Public Information
Network to be ready to make that
endorsement tomorrow.
••Former Democratic Sen. Eugene J.
McCarthy of Minnesota, running as an
independent candidate for president,
filed suit in federal court in Grand
Rapids. Mich., seeking a spot on the
Michigan ballot.
-•Mayor Richard J. Daley of
Chicago, when asked his opinion of
Jimmy Carter's chances of obtaining
the Democratic presidential
nomination, replied: "1 think he is a
fine candidate. If he does well in
Wisconsin and in New York, then
when he gets to the New York
convention he will deserve
consideration."

"In other words," Reagan said.
"slaves should accept their fate.
"I BELIEVE in the peace of which
Mr. Ford spoke--as much as any man.
But peace does not come from
weakness or from retreat. It comes
from the restoration of American
military superiority."

IN THE ADDRESS. Reagan
attacked what he called vacillation in
respect to Angola and Cuba under the
administration of Ford and Secretary
of State Henry Kissinger.
He declared: "The evidence mounts
that we are number two in a world
where it is dangerous, if not fatal, to
be second best."
Reagan criticized State Department
official Helmut Sonnenfeldt, who he
said has implied that nations under
Soviet domination would give up
claims of national sovereignty rather
than risk anothei world war.

Reagan's problem in Ohio means he
will concede an additional 28 delegates
to President Ford in the primary here.
He had already lost 18 when he failed
to file in some congressional districts,
thus conceding nearly half the 97
delegates to the Republican National
Convention.
Wallace's failure means he loses a
potential 38 delegates of the 152 up
for grabs on the Democratic side.
Both were victims of challenges to
signatures on the petitions that
qualified the at-large slates.

Sewage treatment bonds ok'd
By Gail Harris
Staff Reporter
An ordinance providing for the
issuance of $345,802.50 in bonds to
pay part of the construction costs of a
proposed city sewage treatment plant
was passed at a special session of City
Council Tuesday.
Council President Bruce H. Bellard
said the city issued a $327,000 note
i last year to pay engineering costs of
the plant. The note becomes payable
today, he said.
' The city does not have funds to pay
i the outstanding note, so the new note
.will be issued to retire the previous
one at maturity, Bellard said. The new
'amount includes additional costs
>incurred in planning the facility.
"This is the first major bond
indebtedness of the new council,"
'Bellard said.

CITY OFFICIALS borrowed money
last year after the federal government
agreed to repay the city for most of
the plant's engineering fees, Bellard
said.
The federal government, however,
recently informed officials the city
will not receive federal funds until the
project is completed, he said. No
completion date has been set because
of planning problems.
The News previously reported the
H.J. Heinz Co.had agreed to pay a share
of the cost of building the new
treatment plant, as they were to have
utilized 30 per cent of the facility.
If the plant is to be constructed,
plans must be revised because the
company closed its Bowling Green
factory last November and the city
was left with plans for a larger plant
than is needed.
AFTER THE meeting, council held

a closed executive session to discuss a
lawsuit filed against the city and
former mayor Charles E. Bartlett by
Thomas E. Votava and his wife, Diana.
Votava, a city policeman who was
charged with voting illegally in 1974
and 1975, was fired by Bartlett last
December in his final days as mayor.
Votava later was reinstated and cleared
of charges.
The closed meeting procedure is
legal under the Ohio open meeting
law, City Attorney Partick Crowley
said. The law states that council may
meet in private sessions as long as
decisions affecting the public are not
made.

Weather
Mostly cloudy and cool with a
chance of occasional light rain or
snow today and tonight. Highs
today in the lower 40s, lows
tonight in the low 30s. Partly
cloudy tomorrow with highs in
the upper 40s. Chance of
precipitation 30 per cent today
and tonight.

In other business, a resolution was
passed requesting city Finance
Director Charles R. Foust to
determine the maximum maturity of
the bonds to be issued.

Buckley

Conservative Reid Buckley spoke to a group of
journalism students yesterday afternoon before
taking part in last night's debate on liberalism with
journalist Neil Sheehan. Sheehan replaced columnist
Max Lerner, who was unable to attend because of an
illness. A complete story on the debate, sponsored by
UAO. will appear in tomorrow's News. (Newsphoto
byMindy Milliganl

Medical authorities
to decide woman's fate
TRENTON. NJ (API ~ The New
Jersey Supreme (nun appointed
Karen Anne Quintan's fathei her legal
guaidian yesterday and said Ihe
GOmttOM young woman may he
allowed to die if competent medical
authorities: agree wiih him thai there is
no reasonable possibility of her
recovery.
The. court said thai in cases like
Quinlan's. a medical point is reached
where the Individual's rights to privacy
and to choose death take precedence
over ihe interests of the slale in
preserving human life.
Quinlan, 22. ha! been kepi breathing
by a mechanical respirator since
shortly after she fell into a coma
almost a year ago.
"WE THINK thai the Mate's
interests weaken and the individual's
right to privacy grows as the degree of
bodily invasion increases and the
prognosis dims." ihe court said.
"Alternately there comes a point at
which the individual's rights overcome
Ihe state's inlcrcsls."
Last January, in arguments before
the stale Supreme Cowl, die Quinlan's
attorney said Ihe family "has a
constitutional right to end futile
medical measures" thai have sustained

Quinlan's life since she went into a
coma on April IS. 1975.
Attorneys foi the State ol New
Jersey, St. Clare's Hospital, the
Danville, N.J., facility where Quinlan
is a patient, and the woman's doctors
urged: the court to uphold a lower
court ruling licit denied the hid to end
her life wiih legal sanction.
Last November, after a 10-day trial,
Moiris County Superior Court Judge
Robert Muir ruled thai treatment or
the absence of treatment In a case such
as Quinlan's was properly and purely a
medical question lor her doctors
alone.
QUINLAN FELL into a coma alter
she allegedly mixed iranquili/ers and
alcoholic bcveiagcs. Her life has been
sustained since then by medical
treatment, including a mechanical
respirator.
Her parents wcnl lo court lasl fall
to aigue Ihal her case was medically
hopeless and that treatment was
interfering with her natural right "to
die with dignity."
They testified that their daughter
had said as late as six months before
her coma began that she would not
want to be kept alive if she ever
became hopelessly ill.

ACT trends, grade inflation may cause changes
By Renec Murawski
Staff Reporter
Statistics indicate that students are entering college less
' prepared than their predecessors ten years ago and
. graduating with higher accumulative grade point averages.
! Trends toward both a decline in scores resulting from the
American College Testing (ACT) aaaeasment program
'and an increase in grade point averages have occurred here
• during the ten-year span from 1966-75.
The University, which requires the completion of the
ACT battery of tests in its admission procedures, has
'experienced a decrease in test scores from a mean of 22.6
•to 20.6 during that interval. •
ALTHOUGH THE ACT score* at the University are
'above the college-bound mean for all ACT takers, scores
'here fell at a sharper rate than the national average of 1.2
.points.
At the same time, accumulative grade point averages rose
'from 2.36 to 2.81.
• But because of the ACT score dip, the real rate of grade
.inflation
"is probably higher than statistics show,"
according to University Provost Kenneth W. Rothe.
' Rothe said the trends are "affecting us all negatively.''
' "Some of the basic skills the ACT measures, particularly
jn communication areas, are not being properly dealt with
in high schools. As a result, we have to adjust to the lower
'level of attainment students have when entering here,"
•Rothe said.
THE ACT SCORE decline has been attributed largely to
the broader base of students seeking higher education. More
students from the lower half of their high school class are

-Business Administration, 20.5
-Health and Community Services, 20.5
-Music, 21.5
Figures from 1965-75 showed the following grade point
average increases over that period for students enrolled in
each of the following colleges:
-Arts and Sciences, 11 per cent
-Business Administration, 7.7 per cent
-Education, 11.5 per cent
-Music (starting in 1971), 9.2 per cent
The College of Health and Community Services was the

attending college because of the wider variety of
educational opportunities available, such as two-year and
community colleges.
Although statistics show that students enrolled in the
College of Education in fal' 1975 had the lowest average
ACT scores, education students had the highest rate of
grade inflation.
Students in the College of Education had a mean score of
19.5 on the ACT battery while scores in other colleges were
as follows:
-Arts and Sciences, 213

University Grade Point Averages
(Information for Fall, Winter 4 Spring Quarters Only)
1965*6

66-67

67-68

68-69

69-70

70-71

71-72

72-73

73-74

74-75

Fall 1975

Business Administration •2.28

2.39

2.33

2.42

2.53

2.51

2.55

2.62

2.63

2.59

2.59

Education

2.48

2.47

2.55

2.66

2.76

2.75

2.84

2.95

2.94

2.94

2.87

Arts A Sciences

2.34

2.38

2.45

2.53

2.65

:.6i

2.68

2.79

2.78

2.78

2.71

Music

....

--

....

:.69*

2.89

3.08

3.05

3.06

3.00

2.89" 2.71

2.87

2JJS

2.81

Health & Community
Services

Average GPA

2.36

2.41

2.44

_

.

.«.

™

2.53

2.69

2.64

2.74

2.86

• College of Music established in winter of ihe 1970-71 academic year.
•* College of Health and Community Services established ir. winter of 1973-74 academic year.

2.81

only college not experiencing the grade inflation trend. The
college, established in 1974. had a 4.5 per cent decline in
student accumulative averages.
Rothe said thai the grade inflation is a result of a series
of pressures on the University and individual professors.
'THERE IS SO much emphasis on getting jobs these
days that professors want students to look as good as they
possibly can on their transcripts," Rothe said.
He added that fewer grading options were available to
students ten years ago.
Students now are allowed to take courses on a
satisfactory/unsatisfactory basis and a longer period of time
is allowed for students to drop courses on a withdraw
passing basis.
"The University's principles have changed. A student
wasn't always allowed to change a course in midstream
based on how he thought he was doipg," Rothe said.
Faculty Senate, which is invesiigating the grade inflation
issue, is currently studying ways to combat the continuing
rise in grades.
ROTHE SAID Ihe senate has proposed publicizing grade
point averages to every department each quarter.
Senate also has discussed adoption of a senior essay and
the possibility of changing to a different grading process,
according to Rothe.
"It's not that we are trying to knuckle down, it's just
that we need a way of picking out the truly excellent
students," Rothe said.
He explained that exceptional students are no longer
distinguishable from average students.
"At one time an A was a genuine honor. We need this
and a level of honesty in terms of failures," Rothe said.
Rothe said that grade inflation has caused prospective
employers to take a student's grades less seriously.
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beyond the loop h
a job well done
The Ohio Board of Regents' (OBOR) recent decision to approve
the financial plan for the proposed $9.6 million recreation center has
cleared the way lor the University to issue bonds for the
construction of the facility.
Its decision was the culmination of a campaign that included
student petitions, architectural presentations, approval by the Board
of Trustees, and a convincing appeal bv University President Hollis
A. Moore, Jr., in favor of the construction.
The addition of the recreation facility will provide a definite asset
to the University and will offer the students recreational
opportunities that they do not enjoy at the present.
There is little doubt that many people wanted this structure built
and worked hard toward that end stating that the recreation center
would provide the student with the opportunity to have all-around
education. The addition of the center at the University would
provide a place for the student to exercise both mind and body.
Congratulations should be extended to all those people who are
working so hard to make the recreation center a reality on this
campus. It should be a welcome and much needed addition.
These same people who worked for the recreation center should
now be encouraged to turn their attention and energies to other areas
of the University needing improvement. Only when these
improvements are accomplished will they be able to claim that the
University truly provides an adequate and balanced education for the
body and mind.

WASHlNGTON-lncome tax time
again and, as happens every year, the
media grows heavy with tax stories.
In the old days, before the
employees of the IRS won themselves
a reputation for being dishonest,
sadistic louts, they would routinely
plant items about tax cheats going off
to the hoosegow. The purpose was to
frighten the rest of us so we wouldn't
fudge on our returns.
The media is still full of stories
about persons the IRS regards as tax
cheats, but the tax cheat is becoming a
minor folk hero. The April issue of
Playboy, a magazine that has
heretofore been more interested in
other kinds of cheating, carries an
article saluting the tax cheat as the
truest embodiment of the bicentennial
revolutionary spirit. The traditional
debate about how high taxes should be
has been broadened to include how
taxes are collected.
AMERICANS WHO are indifferent
to the FBI snapping pictures of
politically unpopular people,
Americans who figure if the CIA
murders someone he probably had i!
coming, bristle into civil libertarians at
the behavior of the IRS goon squads.
Everywhere you go, you hear horror
stories about how the IRS drove this
one to suicide, that one to bankruptcy
and the other one to the insane
asylum. The people who aren't passing
around talcs of IRS thuggery are in

permanent fury over the burden of
record keeping and the impossibility
of even figuring out what they owe.
The system does have it defenders,
cynics who are making money off it
like HAR Block's president Henry W.
Block. He's been sending out press
releases saying: "Simple tax laws
would not in themselves restore public
confidence that taxes are levied fairly
but would make inequities more
obvious and the resulting resentment
greater..."
LET'S HOPE Mr. Block knows
more about filling out tax forms than
he does about the state of public
knowledge. Is there an adult left in the
country who doesn't know that the
nominal and actual tax rates are only
the same for people making less than
$20,000 a year, the poor slobs who
have to use the short form because
they don't make enough money to
play games with the tax gimmicks?
Playboy says the anger is already so
great that tens of thousands are
refusing to file at a loss to the
government of 'billionsof dollars.
True or not, there's no doubt that if
anybody can figure out how to
organize a federal tax strike, millions
will join him on April 15th.
Ordinarily a cautious man.
Secretary of the Treasury William

■a shotgun blast. Since the
Simon has been begging for a r*
government can't collect it. Congress
change in the methods of tax"
collection. He seems to understand ' should abolish it, but with one
proviso: Corporations will be allowed
that reform is the best way to save the
to keep no money above operating
present inequalities which so favor the
expenses. All other income will have
rich. You would think that Congress, a
to be distributed to the stockholders
body composed of persons who make
in the form of dividends.
four times (counting fringe benefits)
That way we will actually be able to
what people who work for a living
tax it. Prohibiting corporations to
make, might heed Simon just to
retain earnings would also have an
protect their own privileges by taking
important secondary advantage. It
the steam out of the gathering storm.
would turn Wall Street back from a
But no, they're still standing around
gambling casino into a rational money
talking about "closing loopholes."
market where corporations would have
Meanwhile, the exasperation over how
to go to raise capital for expansion and
taxes are collected is inclining more
replacement of old machinery.
and more people to get the
millionaires who don't pay any.
THE INHERITANCE tax should
Actually, if you made the
also be changed so it's not the estate
Rockefellers and their plutocratic
of the deceased which pays. The
colleagues pay their fair share,
whatever that rneans. it wouldn't
recipient should be taxed, but in such
a way parents can bequeath money
lower your taxes more than a couple
but not power. That could be done by
of bucks.
making the first quarter or half a
IRRITATION at tax avoidance by
million dollars in gifts received tax i
the filthy rich will eventaully lead
free.
people away from the futility of tax
Once the gift total ran over the
upper limit, the recipient would have '
loophole closing to thinking about
taxes as a way of breaking up
to pay very high tax on any extra i
concentrated economic power. There
money, possibly 95 per cent. (For a ,
are a number of ways that this might
creative discussion of this subject, see
Lester C. Thurows
"Popular'
be done. One might be to absolve
people making over SO or 100 grand a
Mechanics: The Redistribution of I
year of any income taxes, thus
Wealth" in the winter issue of Working ,
depriving them and their tax lawyers
Papers, available at The Cambridge
of all exemptions. Instead, they would
Policy Studies Institute. 123 Ml.'
pay a net-worth tax on everything
Auburn .Street. Cambridge. Mass.'
they own-houses, limousines,
02138).
pedigreed dogs and, most important,
If Congress thinks this is too drastic,
the stocks they hold which have shot
and it doesn't want to reform the
up in value since they bought them.
system of tax collection, they can fall '
Another tax that should be looked
back on their old standby: Enlarge the ,
into is the corporation tax. It's a joke.
jails, hire more cops and give the IRS
It has more holes in it than a tin can
agents hazardous duty pay.

v.p. selection still needed
WASHINGTON -Remember the
Eagleton affair? For one precious
month in 1972, the
Democratic
presidential campaign stood still while
George McGovern frantically
scrambled to find a substitute running
mate.
It could happen all over again this
year. In either party. There are no
procedural changes in prospect for the
democratic and Republican
conventions mat will ensure that the
selection of the vice presidential
nominee will be anydifferent than in
the past.
In other words, the choice of the
No. 2 man on the tickets will again
come as an afterthought. Or as

LeTrers
quarter
summary
My fellow students, I come to you
today with a heavy heart. Being of the
emotional sort. I always try to find a
night near the end of every quarter to
reflect upon where we as students
stand against the never ending erosion
of our rights.
like the Atlantic Ocean and Lake
Erie, we are losing all the battles.
Allow yourself to fall into a New
Year's Eve type of mood (before the
yearly parties, that is) and think of
what has happened at "our"
University just this quarter. My
representative (and depressing)
summary follows:
1. Tuition was raised for the
upcoming quarter. Now that
everybody's pockets are empty, could
we possibly trade in our pants at the
University Bookstore for even 25 per
cent of their real value?
2. Food prices went up as quality
springed the opposite way, i.e.. down.
3. The relentless shift to plastic
"silverware" continued as steadily as a
malignant tumor (assuming one is able
to discover any utensils with which to
attack the food).
4. Actual enrollment exceeded the
legal maximim of 15.000 thus
resulting in crowded classrooms tothe
point of often not being able to find a
seat, lower faculty-student ratios, and
dormitory rooms exceeding their
capacity.
5. The chairperson of our Board of
Trustees initiated action to
discontinue the resident advisor
program. 1 realize some students
may favor this move; however, a poll
taken by the Office of Resident
Programs showed definite overall
student support of the program.
Incidentally, why were the results of
this poll never published?
6. Heat distribution to our dorms
and classrooms was computer-controlled, thus resulting in decreased
costs-and freezing feet. I did not tee
my coin go down, but I did see my
feet turn blue.

7. Student evaluations of professors
in the College of Business
Administration were discontinued.
One more input to a seemingly
omnipotent system was thus
disconnected.
8. Student seats were replaced in
the Ice Arena by higher profit-yielding
reserved
seats by the Athletic
Department.
9. The Administration began to
psychologically prepare us for the
upcoming discontinuation of night
services at the Health Center.
10. Campus Safety spent hundreds
of our dollars trying to choose
between a bullet that just puts a hole
in your back as opposed to one that
puts a bigger and better hole in your
back. Considering not a shot has been
discharged in several years. I felt this
argument to be almost as important as
offering a blind person a choice of
colors.
All of the above adds up to less
service at a higher cost accompanied
by greater inconvenience and
frustration to us, the sucker student
body. Where will it all end? So let's all
passively continue to do the three
things apparently all Bowling Green
State University students must do; die,
pay taxes, and have the University put
the screws to us daily.
Mark S. Nicholls
729 Offenhauer West

poor cartoon
There are a few points I would like
to make with respect to the bad taste
and fallacious assumptions inherent in
the BG News cartoon (March II,
1976). First, Dale Shaffer, Chief of
University Police, has had no
involvement whatsoever in the
formation and deliberations of the
Ammunition Sub-Committee. Thus,
the inference in the cartoon that
white-man Shaffer is leading black
native Sub-Committee member to
shoot the Public Beast is ludicrous.
Second, the Committee has tried to
inform the public of its thinking:
meetings of both the larger Police
Advisory and the Sub-Committee on

Ammunition have been open and
announced and fully reported in the
News, there has been a public forum
and another is scheduled, and full
Majority and Minority reports of our
proceedings have been delivered to the
News (which has. so far. done nothing
with them. We have asked that they be
published.)
Third, it is questionable whether the
public would be a victim in the event
that a bullet change were made. (None
has yet been recommended.) As the
Graduate Student Senate apparently
realized when it unanimously voted to
recommend the change (an event
obscurely covered by the News), there
may well be greater safety to the
campus community with a change.
Thomas Klein
Chairperson.
Ammunition Sub-Committee

thanks
We would like to take this
opportunity to thank all those who
have made the past four years of
hockey in Bowling Green a very
prosperous experience.
We have seen the hockey program
here at BG grow and mature
throughout those years. The fan
support for hockey has been
tremendous, never letting us down.
We have gained many friends and
memorable experiences here.
Foremost among those have been
Woody and Jonesy. two fellows which
the team could not do without, either
on the road or at home.
Although, it may seem that this
year's season has ended on a sour note,
keep in mind what the team
accomplished throughout the whole
year. We feel that Bowling Green fans
are inheriting the best coach in the
country and a great college hockey
team.
The seniors of the hockey team.

poor grading
The system of grading in English
111 and 112 leaves much to be
desired, to say the least. Throughout
the quarter, each student must write

six or seven papers and is graded on
each of them. But then, at the end of
the quarter, a proficiency test is taken,
and the grade attained throughout ihe
quarter has no meaning at all.
The proficiency test has no bearing
on the grade, but is taken pass-fail.
Three judges grade the test, and if two
judges fail the student's paper, he fails
for the entire quarter' It is a damn
shame for anyone who gets a tired,
merciless judge, who would flunk
anyone without batting an eyelash.
But wait. There is still hope. The
failing mark can be appealed to a court
of judges, and if a student is lucky, he
won't get ajudge who flunked him the
first time. It is absolutely insane to try
to salvage four hours of credit when
you earned A's and B's throughout the
quarter. We know many individual
students who lost their appeals
because the judges didn't feel their A
and/or B papers were good enough to
pass the course.
The BG English Department grading
system belongs in the prehistoric age,
and some of the so-called judges don't
deserve that distinction!
Gary Schnacke
John T. O'Neill
371 Rodgers
Greg O'Dell
Jerry McLaughlin
375 Rodgers
Scott Grove
369 Rodgers
The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. Let ten may comment
on any other letter, column or
editorial.
Letters should be a maximum
of 300 words, typewritten. We ask
that columns be no more than
four typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the right
to edit all submissions that exceed
ihese limits, with respect to the
laws of libel and proper taste.
Letters and columns must
include the author's name, address
and phone number, and may be
mailed to the Editor, co The BG
News, 106 University Hall.

J. F.
terHorst

Brookings Institution's Stephen Hess
graphically described it two years ago,
the picking of the vice presidential
nominee will remain "the final act of
an exhausted national convention
acceding to the recommendation of a
tired presidential nominee."
THE RUNNING-MATE problem
wouldn't be a problem at ill if the
duties of a vice president we e simply
to preside over the Senate and, as one
once put it. to inquire from time to
time after the health of the president.
But one of every three of our vice
presidents has been elevated to the
presidency. Of our last six presidents,
four fall in that category-Truman,
Johnson, Nixon and Ford. Since
1945--three decades-only Presidents
Eisenhower and Kennedy did not first
serve as another president's running
mate.
One would think that this sober fact
would weigh heavily on the leaders of
die two parties, that perhaps they
would change the process by which
vice presidential candidates are
selected.
Apparently it has not. And although
many thoughtful voters and
governmental scholars have deplored
the present system, their urgings have
had no visible effect on party leaders
or, for that matter, on presidential
candidates.

THE PRESIDENTIAL winners,
would have time to give careful
consideration to filling out their '
tickets. Aspirants for the No. 2 spots l
could even wage what Hess calls ,
"mini-campaigns."
More importantly, there would be
time to sound out the sentiment of ■
party professionals and sample public,
opinion. And there would be time for
the presidential nominees and the
press to conduct careful investigations'
into the backgrounds of potential.
running mates.
Another method, at least, might be
used by President Ford now thar he ■
appears to have the GOP nomination.
virtually locked up for himself. A
week or two before the August
convention, he could put forward the'
names of a few acceptable vice,
presidential nominees.
I have no assurance that he will do
this, so my reference to it is not an'
authorized trial balloon. But it is.
permissible to say that Mr. Ford has
given the notion some thought, as has
political counselor Rogers C. B.'
Morton.
,
ON THE Democratic side, such as*
idea carries more political risk as long'
as the presidential nomination remains,
a struggle among Scoop Jackson.4
Jimmy Carter and Mo Udall. Or if a'
convention deadlock remains in'
prospects. Then the vice president spot.
will be a prize item for bargaining and
vote-swapping.
So while it's possible that Mr. Ford'
or his Democratic challengers may.
voluntarily propose a new way of
picking running mates, we cannot
bank on it. There is no machinery to'
require it. That lack ought to sit,
uneasily upon our minds.
Copyright, 1976, Universal
Press Syndicate/Detroit News
'
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Cyclethon held to raise money
By Dennis Sadowski
Staff Reporter

From Associated Frea Report!
MA1UNG A LETTER could cost up to
34 cents by 1984 if postal subsidies are
not increased, an official of the General
Accounting Office said yesterday.
"Assuming continuation of traditional
levels of postal services and declining mail
volume, we estimate that the first class
rate would be 34 cents if the service is to
break even in 1984," William J. Anderson
told the House postal service
subcommittee.
His testimony came as the Ford
administration indicated it may be
softening its opposition to higher
government subsidies for the
financially-troubled postal agency.
President Ford will consider "modest
increases" in the federal subsidy for the
mail agency, press secretary Ron Nessen
said Tuesday, one day after Postmaster
Gen. Benjamin F. Bailar warned Congress
the Postal Service could be insolvent
within a year.
The administration previously had
taken a hard line against increased
appropriations for the Postal Service.

BRINK'S WAS HIT by a million-dollar
robbery Tuesday, and the loss may
exceed ihe record $2,775,395 holdup of
the armored car company in Boston 26
years ago.
A four-man team with a .50-caliber
Browning M2 machine gun covering them
hijacked a Brink's security truck with at
least SI.5 million in cash aboard from an
alley alongside the St. James St. branch
of the Royal Bank of Canada in
Montreal's financial district.
Police said they believe a fifth man was
in the gang, but they were unable to
name any suspects.
No shots were fired and no one was
injured, police said.
Unconfirmed reports said the total
haul may be $3 million. In the Boston
robbery. $1,218,211 was in cash and
$1,557.000 was in money orders. Almost
SI million was never recovered.

ARCHIBALD COX former Watergate
prosecutor, says those who supplied "that
gossip" for a book about former
President Richard Nixon's last days in
office "should be ashamed of themselves"
and so should those responsible for
publishing it.
"It's not surprising any man would
disintegrate under those circumstances
and I don'l see any gain in peddling those
stories in books and news magazines,"
Cox said.
The book, scheduled for publication
next month, is "The Final Days" by
Washington Post reporters Bob
Woodward and Carl Bernstein. Excerpts
published in Newsweek magazine say
Nixon spoke indirectly of suicide and
drank heavily during his last days in
office.

A MINIMUM WAGE of $2.30 by 1980
was approved yesterday by the State
House despite objections that the bill
would add to welfare and unemployment
rolls.
The vote was 73-24 on the measure
which would hike the minimum wage for
nonigricultural workers immediately
from $1.60 to $1.90 an hour. It would
increase to $2.10 on July 1, 1977, and to
$2.30 on Jan. 1, 1978.
Also boosted by the bill, sponsored by
Rep. David Hartley (D-Springfield), are
mimimum amounts paid to agricultural
workers-from $1.30 to $2 with the
effective date of the bill, to $2.20 in
1977, and $2.30 in 1978. Hartley s'bill
conforms to a federal minimum wage
timetable which also reaches $2.30 for all
categories on Jan. 1, 1978.
Hartley told the House the legislation
is needed to help Ohio's workers cope
with inflation which he said has
amounted to 26.3 per cent since 1973.
the year in which Ohio enacted its first
minimum wage law.

THE CHAIRMAN of Standard Oil Co.
of Ohio says the petroleum industry too
often donates money to educational
systems that "oppose our system."
"It's reasonable to examine and
selectively support those we think are
right and not support those we think are
wrong," said Standard Oil chairman
Charles Spahr during the annual meeting
of the National Petroleum Refiners
Association in San Antonio. Tex. this
week.
Spahr said he would not attempt to
dictate what educational institutions
teach, but he added that Standard Oil of
Ohio would be more selective about
which institutions receive its support.
Spahr urged the same selectivity in
backing political candidates.
"Each of us must become activists for
private enterprise," he said.
Spahr said this year's elections could
lead to government control of the oil
industry. Commenting on recent
proposals to break up oil companies,
Spahr said those who propose such
measures are "suffering from
hallucinations."

THE DYEING OF CHICKS, ducklings
and rabbits is prohibited by the Ohio
state law that regulates the sale of such
poultry, according to state agriculture
department officials.
The regulations are intended to
discourage abuses during the Easter
season, officials said. "Legislation
stipulates that no person, firm or
corporation shall dye or otherwise color
any rabbit or baby chicks and ducklings,"
department officials said.
The law also prohibits the sale or giving
away of poultry less than four weeks old
in quantities less than six.

Learn to land a jet
here and you can land one
anywhere.

Bringing in a suoersonic iet on a t6 000 (t cement runway is tough
enough Bui landing «mven a 500 tl piece of a carrier dock moving ,ii
25 knots is evon lougner Only a few men are good enough to do ii And
thpy rp all Navy trained-Mow can you become a member ol the Naval An
team' One way is to |Oin while you re still in college One ol Ihe advanmni-i
ol being part ol Ihe Avfition Reserve Officer Candidate IAVROC' Program
is lhai it lots you confirtofworking toward your degree
Golimg your NavyWings isn't easy The training is tough The lens!
thai will beexpectec?Ql you is tne best thai olher pilots can do Then limits
are your starting bloc(is. their expertise your primer Bui il you succeed
you' lulura is nssurecVflhelheryqu remain in the Navy or nol
For more mformalwio talk lo your local Navy Recruiler

Be Someone Special. Fly Navy.
LT. DAVE TYLER
(216) 522-4830
" "Coll Coltoct.

If you need exercise and
enjoy bicycling, you can do
both at the fourth annual
Wood County Cyclethon
from 8 a.m.-l p.m.
Saturday, April 24.
The cyclethon will raise
money for the Wood
County Easter Seal Society,
the Wood County
Association for Retarded
Citizens arid the Erie-Ana
Council of the American
Youth Hostel (AYH).
according to Barbara
McLean, administrative
assistant to AYH.
The money raised by the
cyclists will help provide
handicapped persons of
Wood County with medical

care, equipment and
services. Charities receive
most of the money raised,
she said.
FORMER University
hockey stars and members
of the US Olympic hockey
team, Bob Dobek and Doug
Ross, will serve as honorary
chairman of the Wood
County Cycle thon
Committee. McLean said.
"It's (the cyclethon) been
relatively successful,
especially for something
that's been in existence for
only a couple of years. Last
year's cyclethon was the
most successful," she said.
"It's not uncommon for
people to ride 50 or 60
miles," McLean said.
However, most cyclists ride
10 to 20 miles.

ANYONE may center the
cyclethon, McLean said.
This year the cyclethon is
open to handicapped
persons, and they will
participate on a special
closed course at Wood Lane
School.
Any person o'
organization can sponsor i
rider, and riders can have as
many sponsors as they can
find. A sponsor pays the
rider a specified amount for

each mile cycled oi a
predetermined sum. McLean
said.
After finishing the ride,
volunteers at each course
will validate ihe rider's lap
cards. The cyclists should
then show the lap cards to
the sponsors and collect the
money pledged.
McLEAN said it is
important for sponsors not
to pay cyclists until they

Scholarship winners to be named
By Cindi Bloom
Staff Reporter

their two S50 scholarships
at Jabberwock. a
talent • fashion show and
dance they arc sponsoring at
10 p.m. Saturday in the
Commons Dining Hall.
"Jabberwock is an annual
event, Rita J. Brown,
sophomore and member of
the sorority said, "it is our
biggie, our main project.
Applications for the
scholarships were supplied
to interested persons winter
quarter. The winners are
chosen by the scholarship
chairman on the basis of
grade point average,
financial need and
involvement in
extracurricular activities.

Delta Sigma Theta, i
service sorority, will
announce the recipients of

Firelands campus site of
two-day pop film workshop
Dr. Michael T. Marsden.
acting chairman of the
department of popular
culture, along with
nationally known film
expert Edgar Daniels, will
conduct a film workshop al
the University's Firelands
Campus in Huron today and
tomorrow.
The workshop is part of
the area's I argest
experimental film festival.

which is sponsored by the
University's speech activities
organization, library,
student advisory board and
student activities office.
ALSO INCLUDED in the
two-Jay festival are a film
contest and two nights of
experimental films.
Today's program includes
Buster Keaton's silent film
classic, "The General," as

Window stickers
control parking
By James Sluzewsfci
Editorial Editor
University residents and
commuters who enjoy the
convenience of parking in
Ihe lol of the Haven House
Apartments on Wooster
Street, even though they
don't live there, have a big
surprise coming.
The management of the
Haven House, Preferred
Management, Inc., has
started a drive to keep
unauthorized vehicles out of
the lot to insure ample
parking for tenants.
All Haven House tenants
with cars are issued
Preferred Management
window stickers to indicate
that they live in the
apartment complex.

WHEN A car is found
illegally parked, a large
warning label is placed on
the windshield, informing
the owner he is not allowed
to park in the Haven House
lot.
The spokesman said that
the last time she drove
through the parking lot, no
unauthorized cars were
found and said the
precautions were effective.
Similiar procedures are
being used in the parking lot
of St. John's Episcopal
Church adjacent to Haven
House Apartments.
By law. a landlord has the
right to do whatever he
thinks necessary to have the
cars removed from
trespasing. Cars could be
towed if deemed necessary.

have seen the validated lap
cards.
Sponsor sheets for the
cyclethon will be available
after April 8. at all branches
of the Huntington Bank of
Wood
Couniy,
Mid-American National
Bank and the Northwest
Ohio Bank and Trust Co.,
she said.
The cyclethon is being
held at ten courses
throughout Wood County.

well as a collection of film
views of American history.
Tomorrow night's movies
include Joni Mitchell's "Big
Yellow Taxi" and "The Pigs
vs. The Freaks"-a film
about a football game
between the University of
Michigan's students and
police force.
The workshops are free,
but the festival has an
admission price of 25 cents.

PEOPLE FROM all over
campus will be participating
in the talcnl-l'ashion show,
nol jusi members of our
sorority." Brown said.

There are 12 models, six
males and six females."
Deborah A. Thigpen. junior,
another sorority member,
said. "They will model
clothes from stores in
Southwyck Mall, as well as
their own outfits.
Each model will have at
least four changes of clothes
and ihey will dance to
recorded music played in
the background."
"This is the first year we
are having Jabberwock
'cabaret' style. It will be
bring your own bottle and
small tables will be set out
around the slage." Brown
added.
A dance will follow the
talent-fashion show and
music will be provided by
Tommy H o u p e and
Company.
Admission lo Jabberwock
is $1.50.

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
Management Agenf For
Piedmont Apartment St - 8th St. & High
Haven House Manor -1515 E. Wooster
Buckeye House - 649 Sixth St.
Birchwood Place - 650 Sixth St.
Efficiency 1 & 2 bedroom and houses
furnished & unfurnished

Leasing Now For Summer and Fall
E,ghtl

I

MODfL OPEN — 7-5 DAILY

. I
_

_; iu«

•

7 BEDROOM APIS
FURNISH! II
RFC BUILDING "WITH BOILING
GRI EN'S I ONI V INDOOR SWIPING
1'iini PI us IIREPLACI I'oni IAI:I I
PING PONG (III! YOUR FUN AMU LEISURI

I

GAS HI Al Alii CONDITIONING K CABI I I "
NEW FURNITURt
Tut n I K]hl of! o'
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STOP Af'l) SI I Bl I OR) Rl
Phone 352 9378
Loosing Office
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Black Swamp festival
explores area culture
By Cyndi Bloom
Stiff Reporter
If you stand on the roof of the
Administration Building you can Me the
outline of Toledo.
You can also see a large portion of the
Black Swamp, the name by which the
Bowling Green area once was known.
According to Dr. Joseph Arpad.
visiting faculty member In folklore from
the University of California at Los
Angeles, Lake Erie extended across
northern Ohio and as far west at Fort
Wayne, Indiana. Until the 19th century
when the area was drained, Bowling
Green was underwater.
"THE AREA WAS drained by
man-made ditches, such as Poe Ditch. The
result was fertile land and dense forests.
The region became known as the Black
Swamp,"Arpad said.
"The Bowling Green area was an
exception. It was the only treeless,
grass-covered area in the swamp," he said.
It is also one of the few cities in the
former swamp area.
"As a result of the drainage, the area
was settled at the same time as the far
west. This gives us a rather distinctive
folklore."
The University has been awarded a
$27,000 grant by the National
Endowment for the Arts in Washington.
D.C. to support a Black Swamp Folk Life
Festival.
ARPAD IS
is director of the festival
and plans to put the area folklore on
display May 21-23.

Arpad said the three-day festival will
include exhibits of small crafts and arts,
stage performances of folk music and
traditional folk and square dancing.
Tentative plans for the festival also
include a farm auction, a flea market, a
tractor or horse pulling _ contest, a
threshing machine exhibition and the
building of a log cabin.
"We want to have a festival
atmosphere; lots of things to do at one
time and no chance to get bored," he
said.
"FOLKLORE ITSELF is not an
artifact, but a performance of skills or
knowledge that is passed from person to
person. This is what will make the festival
different from a county fair," he said.
"Our philosophy Is to exhibit as much
folk life as possible and get people
involved."
Exhibit space will be offered for a
small fee to area residents to show their
crafts or demonstrate their skills. Experts
will come here to demonstrate their
knowledge in such areas as quilting and
basket weaving.
During winter quarter, Arpad and his
students conducted research on the folk
life of the Black Swamp area and much of
what they have learned will be published
in. an almanac, to be released In
conjunction with the festival.
The book will include folk remedies,
illustrations from 19th and 20th centruy
almanacs, recipes, lists of area festivals,
articles on places of interest in the Black
Swamp, legends of the area and a brief
history and map of the Black Swamp.

By Scott Haworth

During the next few
weeks, the society will make
an appeal for funds to
finance treatment and
rehabilitation for crippled
children and adults in Wood
County and the educational
and informational programs
of the society.

diagnosis, physical and
speech therapy, dental
services, equipment and
prosthetic fitting, repairs,
speech and hearing
screenings and special
educational services.
Gordon said the society
also supported many
projects and programs in the
county, including continued
contributions to the Wood
County health department's
child care clinic, purchase of
Services included medical
physical therapy equipment
and
audlological
for the county hospital,
evaluations, treatment and
sponsorship of county
participants at a scoliosis
workshop
and a
contribution to the
Northwest Ohio Health
Planning Association.
Persons wishing to donate
to the society or who want
more information should
. contact the society's office
at 500 Lehman Ave.
IN OHIO, approximately
25,000 .physically disabled
children and adults were
helped last year by local
Easier Seal societies,
according to Joan Gordon, a
member of the society. In
Wood County, the society
provided services to 602
residents, an increase of 175
persons over the previous
year.

M

a three-day folk fertmU to be held May 21-23 in
Bowling Greea. (Newaphoto by Mindy Milligan)

Ethnic studies program to be offered;
students, teachers to examine groups

Easter Seal donations
to assist handicapped
The Wood County
Society for Crippled
Children and Adults will
continue its Easter Seal
campaign through Easter
Sunday, April 18.

Dr. Joseph Arpad points on the map to the region
known as the Black Swamp. The area ii the topic for

'Swamp'

A summer workshop
(!< * igri-'d for people involved
in teaching or working with
multi-ethnic groups is being
sponsored by the ethnic
studies center.
"The focus of the
workshop is to bring four
ethnic groups together:
Afro-Americans. Chicanos.
Asian-Americans and
Polish-Americans." said Dr.
Ernesl A. Champion,
assistant professor of ethnic
studies and coordinator of
the workshop.

Those who register for
the workshop will have to
take a course in
methodology, Champion
said. Students will receive
four hours credit at
graduate and undergraduate
levels.
STUDENTS will not be
allowed to concentrate in
one area. For example.
Mack students may be asked
to study the Polish and
Chicano backgrounds, he
said.
"We want to bring about
i In1 awareness of the
commonality
of

experiences." Champion
said.
The workshop will be
conducted with seminars,
lectures, films, tapes and
field trips.
"Students in the
workshop may spend a day
in a migrant labor camp or
in a school for migrants,
experiencing the problems
the tecchers face,"
Champion said. "It's one
thing to talk about the
urban nightmare and quite a
different thing to prepare
our students and teachers to
cope with this nightmare."

THE AMENDMENT of
House Bill 87 states that all
schools in Ohio must
include a balanced
presentation of the
contributions of people of
African. Mexican, Puerto
KK.Iii and American Indian
descent as well as other
ethnic groups," Robert L.
Perry, director of ethnic
studies said.
"Very soon schools will
be looking for teachers who
can do this and the colleges
must
prepare these
teachers," he aded.
Many employ mrnt

Rolling Stone investigates Hearst's story
SAN FRANCISCO
(AP) - Patricia Hearst
helped her SymMonese
Liberation Army (SLA)
companions research
possible terrorist targets and
slepl with William Ylarris
even though she despised
him. Rolling Stone
magazine reported
yesterday.
In an article on Hearst's

so-called "missing year" in
the radical underground, the
magazine said Hearst and
the Harrises received
extensive aid from
above-ground supporters
but that Harris' military
posturing had alienated
virtually everyone around
him. including his wife and
Hearst.
The copyright article is in
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the April 22 issue of Rolling
Stone, due to go on sale
tomorrow. Portions of the
story, the third in the
magazine on the Hears'
case, were made available
previously.
IN THE article, authors
Howard Kohn and David
Weir report that:
-The Harrises compiled
lists of potential
assassination victims,
including several Oakland
policemen and San
Francisco's police chief, and
researched a number of
bombing targets in (he Bay
area. Hearst helped research
unspecified targets,
although she did not agree
with the Molcni proposals
of the Harrises.
-The Harrises hatched an
ambitious scheme to free
two jailed SLA members.
Russell Little and Joseph
Remiro. but abandoned the

plan when they could not
get enough people to help.
--Hearst and Steven
Soliah were lovers, and she
continually complained to
him about Harris, at one
point declaring, "I hate living
with luii
If I had any
alternative at all, I'd jump at
it."
-Emily Harris became so
irritated at her husband's
domineering role of
"General Teko" in the SLA
thai she moved in with
Soliah. When Harris
protested, she moved in
with Hearst and Wendy
Yoshimura, leaving Harris to
live by himself for two
months.
--Hearst agreed to
attempt a reconciliation
within the ranks of the SLA
by moving in with Harris
b ut abandoned t he
arrangement after a week of
arguing and "brief and
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Modern - Furnished - Cable T.V.
2 min. Walk to Campus
5 mm. Walk to Downtown
25 business tstaMshmtnts at your front door
Entrance doors stcured at all times
Large freezer for additional food savings
Intercom between apartments & entrance
Free parki ng at your front door
Gas barbaque grill for the gourmet cook
No car required, save on gas, parking I operating cost
No long walks on those zero winter days in mud & slush
Wal lighted streets between aptt, campus and shopping areas

• Friendly Helpful Landlords

FROM '240.00 PER PERSON PER QUARTER

352-7365

ON JEANS, HALTERS, SKIRTS
SIZES 3-15 AND 6-16
OPEN THURSDAY TILL 9:00 P.M.'.
SALE GOOD THRU APRIL 3rd
JEANS BY
L10KGOLDCHARr«

18" Gold Filled
Chain

HOURS:
MON, TUES. WED.
-THURS 9:30-5:30
FRI. 9:30-«
SAT. 9:30-S

MODEL OPEN NOON TILL 4:30 P.M. WEEKDAYS
TUESDAY EVENING 7 - 9 PM
SATURDAY 11 A.M. • 2 MB.

Ifr

25% OFF

Com lumdai o-. compk* lint
ol Frmtu, - Satority H-.lr,

ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED EXCEPT ELECTRIC (HEAT & A/C BY GAS)

HHL__

DENIM SALE

mechanical" sex. The split
between Harris and Hearst,
and Ihe Harrises' insistence
on violence, led (he SLA's
supporters lo abandon (hem
the summer before (heir
mat,
KOHN AND WEIR did
not disclose their sources
for the article, which
contains purported details
of Soliah's contact with
Hearst and his conversations
with Harris.
The magazine had said it
planned (o withhold ■
pulhication of the article ,
until a jury was sequestered
in Soliah's. bank robbery
trial in Sacramento. He is i
accused in a holdup on ,
April 21. 1975. when the
Harrises and Hearst were '
reported to have been in i
Sacramento, and opening,
argumenls were presented
yesterday.
Asked if he was the ■
source for the Rolling Stone ,
article, Soliah. a 27-year-old
housepainter. said Tuesday.
"I'd rather not comment." ■
The article makes m>,
mention of the Sacramento
bank holdup.
Hearst was convicted '
March 20 of bank robbery ,
and is a codefendant with
the Harrises on state assault.'
robbery and kidnap charges'
in Los Angeles.
,

9.50

FOR THE CREAM OF THE CROP,
GO CAMPUS MANOR

£§^

opportunities are in urban
areas, especially for
teachers. Perry said.
'
"An understanding of .
minorilies that his
workshop can help provide,
is essential for people who '
work in this area." he said.
The workshop will be
held at Offenhauer Towers
for iwo weeks beginning '
June 14 and ending June •
25. It will meet from 8 urn
to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday.
"This is the first lime the '
workshop has been,
offered." Champion said.

**
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Truck strike underway
ARLINGTON HEIGrfTS. flt (J»5-Teimsters President
Frank E. Fitzsimmons met with onion officials yesterday as
hectic contract talks continued in an unsuccessful attempt
to head off a nationwide truck strike which began at midnight last night.
The purpose of t-'it/sinimon'i meting was not divulged,
but sources said he may have carried with him the trucking
industry's latest money package.
His meeting with local union officials from across the
country took place about 2 p.m. CST in the suburban
Chicago hotel where the contract talks are being conducted.
It was the first time Fitzsimmons had met with the local
union officials since last week, when he presented them
with an industry offer that was overwhelmingly rejected in
nationwide voting on Sunday.
YESTERDAY'S contract talks began about 8 a.m. At
that time there was still a substantial gap between the union
demands and industry offers.
Federal labor officials, who met from early morning with
both sides, reported mounting pressure to achieve a
settlement that would cover 400.000 truckers nationwide.
Both sides made "changes in their positions...to
accommodate each other," but four or five crucial money
issues remained unsettled, said Secretary of Labor WJ.
Usery Jr. before yesterday's talks.
Union sources had put the gap between Teamsters
demands and the latest management money package,
covering increases in wages, benefits and cost-of-living, at
about SI .40 an hour.

TEAMSTERS officials already had overwhelming
authorization from member truckers and warehousemen to
call a work stoppage at midnight if a new Master National
Freight Agreement is not reached.
Teamsters sources have predicted there will be scattered
wildcat strikes today even if an agreement was reached late
last night.
Federal sources said preparations were under way to seek
a I ail -Hartley injunction in the event of a strike and invoke
an 80-day cooling-off period.
But for the record. Ford administration officials were
hopeful of a settlement.
They were concerned not only over the possibility of a
strike, but that a hefty settlement could trigger similar
settlements in other big industries and start another round
of inflation harmful to the nation's economic recovery.
Drivers currently earn from $7.18 to $7.33 an hour.
THE UNION is asking an increase of $1.75 an hour over
36 months, and an additional $17 a week in pension and
health-welfare benefits.
The industry, represented in the bargaining by Trucking
Employes Inc.. has offered a 39-month pact, increased
benefits of $ 11 a week and a $ 1 hourly wage hike.
Another serious stumbling point in the negotiations is a
cost-of-living clause. The union wants unrestricted
cost-of-living increases, and the industry wants to retain a
ceiling on such hikes.

US to supply Turks with arms;
alliance with Greece uncertain
ATHENS (AP) -GreekAmerican relations appeared
to be heading for serious
trouble yesterday following
the US agreement to supply
Turkey with more than $1
billion worth of arms.
Many Greeks felt the
agreement, which also
restores American access to
military and intelligence
facilities shut down by
Turkey last summer, was a
stab in the back to this
country, long at odds with
Turkey. Both countries are
US allies in the North
Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO).
The Turkish agreement
faces tough sledding in the
US Congress, however.
Several congressmen doubt
the accord will be approved
unless progress is made on
the Cyprus issue.
Despite behind-the-scene
appeals by the Greek
government to play down
the story, the press was
unanimous in its
condemnation of the arms
accord, branding it
"successful blackmail on the
part of Turkey."
THE ATHENS daily

publication, To Vima, said
Premier Constantine
Caramanlis had canceled an
official visit to Washington
planned for June and
headlined its story: "Crisis
in Greek-American
relations." The left-wing
Avghi referred to "new
blackmail against Greece
attempted by Washington."
The influential Kathimerini,
in a banner headline, said,
"Our national interests
damaged with the
reinforcement of Ankara."
George Mavros. generally
moderate leader of the main
opposition Democratic
Center Union and a former
foreign minister, charged
that the US-Turk accord
established "the law of the
jungle" internationally. He
said it "meant a positive and
large-scale support of
Turkey's wat and
expansionist objectives U>tW
against Greece and Cyprus."
ANOTHER opposition
political leader, Andreas
Pa p andreou of the
Panhellenic Socialist
Movement, demanded that
the government "put an end

268 shopping days
til Christmas

to the illusions that the
United States is allegedly a
friend of Greece and that
NATO offers any protection
to our country."
After the agreement was
announced Tuesday. Greece
recalled special envoy Petros
Kalogeras for consultations.
He wis in Washington
preparing for final talks on
the future of US bases in
Greece.
At stake are seven
American military
installations, about 8.000
men and their families.
Four of the sites are
considered vital to
American interests.
THE MILITARY
installations were under US
command until 1974, when
the Athens dictatorship
collapsed after almost eight
years in power.
At thai lime. Premier
Caramanlis*" pulled Greece
out of the Western alliance's
military command structure
and asked for a review of
the bases agreement. It was
in reaction to Turkey's
invasion of Cyprus and the
United States' apparent

failure to stop the Turks,
who occupied Greek
Cypriot areas of the island.
The United States
eventually reacted to the
invasion by cutting off arms
supplies to Turkey »nd the
Ankara government then
shut down the US bases on
its soil.

lit Nope, it's not an April fool's joke. Cotton Didard is his name and rattle snake
Of IV©' '""idling is his game. At this week's Rattlesnake Roundup in Ballinger. Texas, all
eves were on Dillard as he handled a total of 40 rattlers at one time.

Rhodes may request reimbursement
COLUMBUS. Ohio
(AP)-Gov James A Rhodes
will soon ask the state to
reimburse him for $79,000
costs to defend him during
court battles that stemmed
from the 1970 Kept State
University shootings.
Robert Howarth,
president of the state
Controlling Board which
oversees state spending, said
yesterday that an aide to
the governor has informed
him that Rhodes will ask for
payment of fees by his
attorney, R. Brooke
Alloway.
Rhodes, other state
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Rhodes, a Republican, or
the former Kent State
University president. Then
Gov. John J. Gilligan, a
Democrat, instructed the
attorney general to provide
the defense for the
guardsmen, but not for the
other two men, who were
then out of public office.
The state expected to pay

$1 million altogether for
defending the guardsmen in
state and federal
investigations.

Democrat-controlled board
agree to suspend rules that
require seven days notice on
the board agenda.

Howarth said he expects
to receive the governor's
request this week and it will
be presented to the board at
its meeting Monday if
members of the

A request to pay
$335,972 in legal expenses
for the other defendants in
the civil action from August
is already on the agenda for
Monday, Howarth said.

j
* WINTHROP
TERRACE
f
NORTH & SOUTH
i
NOW TAKING DEPOSIT
ON APARTMENTS
FOR SUMMER & FALL
OCCUPANCY
SUMMER RATES FOR NEW TENANTS AS FOLLOWS
$

165°VMO—2 PEOPLE ONLY IN A 2 BEDROOM
— 2 BATH

$

15000/MO.
— 2 PEOPLE ONLY IN A 2 BEDROOM
— 1 BATH

$

DENIM JEANS
Assorted styles. Junior sizes
5 to 13.

REG. M6to$19

$

IN THAT trial, the state
paid for legal expenses for
the guardsmen, but not Jot

-jf

288-1462 j
352-1778 C

105 S. MAIN ST.
—DOWNTOWN B.G.—
NEXTTOUHLMANS

officials and national
guardsmen were exonerated
by a federal jury in August
1975 of any civil damages
from the shootings which
killed four students and
wounded nine others.

*
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local briefs

Area fishermen flocking to Fremont;
walleye's spring season approaches
anglers flock to the
Fremont area each year for
this excellent walleye
fishing. However, they
Some of Ohio's best . usually are accompanied by
spring fishing has already an unusual number of
started on a river only 45 uniformed and plainclothed
Ohio Wildlife Division
minutes from campus.
The walleye, considered officers.
by many to have the best
There has been a
flavor of all freshwater fish,
considerable amount of
ire beginning iheir annual
spawning migration from illegal fishing in the area
Lake Erie to Fremont on during the run, so anglers
are reminded that any fish
the Sandusky River.
which has not been hooked
in the mouth is considered
Becuase of the warm
illegally snagged and must
temperatures in recent
be returned to the water
weeks, the water
temperature of the
immediately.
Sandusky River is stabilizing
in the mid-405, causing
The usual fine for
walleyes to begin their run
retaining snagged fish It
about a week early this
$32.50.
year.
There is no size limit for
SWARMS OF
Ohio
walleyes in Ohio, but the
By BUI Fink
Outdoors Columnist

possession limit is ten, and
these fish may only be
taken on single hooks.
FISHING FROM the
shore of the Sandusky can
be productive, but
fishermen wading out in the
shallow banks of the river
usually have the decided
advantage. There are several
holes and drop-offs lining
the edges of the river, so
fishermen should be careful
to avoid these obstacles
when wading.
Small boats anchored off
the banks of the Sandusky
are becoming popular for
walleye fishing during the
run, making the water's
surface as crowded as the
river's bank.
Traditionally, the best
parts of the Sandusky River

FOR RENT
818 7th St. & 707 6th St. Apts.
2 Bedroom 1 Vi bath
dishwashers
Fall rates - 4 people - $75/person/month
Summer rates $120/ apt.

to fish for these walleyes in
the Fremont area are
around the State Street
Bridge and the Ballville
Dam.
Jigs are probably by far
the most productive of
artificial baits. White, red or
yellow bucktail and
maribou jigs have been the
favorite of many Fremont
veterans.

Don't forget last year's
Ohio resident fishing
licenses expired last month.
This year's license again
costs S4.S0 and can be
purchased at such area
stores as Whitman Sentry
Hardware], 181 S. Main St..
and Big "N" Department
Store, 1080 S. Main St.

Substance abuse to
be conference topic
A two-day conference on
substance abuse
intervention will be , held
next Friday and Saturday at
the University. The
program, designed for
professionals involved with
drug abuse, will deal with
problems and procedures in
conducting effective
intervention.
It has been titled
substance abuse, instead of
limiting it to drug abuse,
because it will include
alcohol, nicotine and
caffeine, which society
generally identifies as
non-drugs, according to Dr.
Mrvin L. Kumler. associate
professor of psychology and
conference coordinator.
"Any substance can be
abused," Kumler said, "even
vitamins."
THE MAIN speaker will
be Mickey Flinn, director of
the Region V Office of
Education Training Center
in Chicago, which is one of
nine substance abuse
prevention training centers.

For more information
call 352-1476
anytime

Fremont can be reached
by taking Route 6, east,
from Bowling Green until
the Fremont exit. It is
clearly marked, anu about a
30 mile drive.
Interested fishermen can
call the Fremont Chamber
of
Commerce
(4*1 9-322-1S91 ) for
information on the day's
fishing conditions.

ArgcMtmo author

ONLY DEAL IN TOWN
tonight.
$1.00
subs.

Workshops will be
conducted on the following
topics:
■•the role and
responsibility of schools for
preventive programs;
--media materials
available for drug abuse
education:
-federal and state sources
for intervention programs;
-new drug laws and their
implications for law
enforcement and prevention
of substance abuse;
-drug abuse policies and
problems in a residential
treatment home for juvenile
delinquents;
-policies and problems in
the management of male

veteran drug abusers who
are in-patients;
--procedures and
problems in conducting
anti-smoking clinics.
The conference is being
sponsored by the Link,
Hope House. Ohio
Department of Mental
Health and Mental
Retardation. Wood County
Children's Services
Association, the Office of
Continuing Education and
the psychology department.
Registration deadline is
tomorrow, with a
conference fee of $12.50.
Further information is
available from the Office of
Continuing Education.

To your door or
In the store.
MINIMUM
ORDER FOR
FREE
DELIVERY

Yoga class
A new section of beginning yoga is being offered from
9-11 a.m. Wednesdays in 302 Women's Gym. Contact
Barbara Rothe, the course instructor. 372-2876. for
sign-up information.

Correction
The Morehouse College Glee Club of Atlanta. Georgia
will perform in concert at 8 p.m. Monday. April 12 in
the Main Auditorium, University Hall. The News
incorrectly reported the date as Monday. April 10.

Training program
The University management center will offer a
supervisory training pr.f£ram, "Basic Supervision." for
University employe] starting April 21. Designed for new
supervisors and those who have had limited formal
management training, it will offer an educational and
developmental experience for those attending.
The program consists of six two-hour sessions meeting
1-3 p.m. Wednesdays, from April 21 to May 26. in the
11 th floor meeting rooms of Offenhauer West.
For more information, contact Gary Roser, 372-2807
or Susan Caldwell, 372-2516.

Nuclear treaty deadline passes
WASHINGTON
(AP)--Despite progress
toward on-»ite inspection of
underground nuclear test
sites, US and Soviet
negotiators have failed to
meet their deadline for
completing a treaty limiting
peaceful nuclear explosions,
the US disarmament chief
said yesterday.
Fred C. Ikle, director of
the Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency, said
however, that "just a few
issues" remain unresolved
and that completion of the
treaty could come within 60
days.
US officials report
progress on all points,
particularly on-site
inspection, but say technical
difficulties remain.

THE UNITED States has
completed a series of tests,
and Ikle said there are no
immediate plans to explode
any more nuclear devices
"in the near future." The
US disarmament director
said the Soviets have not
made their test ing
intentions clear.
Among the technical
matters still' io be worked
out are details concerning
how to implement on-site
inspection, which was
agreed to in principle by the
Soviets in 1974. Only
through close-up
observation can one side
distinguish whether the
other is testing weapons or
devices for peaceful
purposes, Ikle said.
Negotiators have been
trying to reach final
agreement on the matter

since October 1974,
following a visit to Moscow
by former President Richard
M. Nixon.
NIXON AND. Soviet
leader Leonid I. Brezhnev
completed terms at the time
for a parallel treaty limiting
nuclear weapons testing to
,150 kilotons. the equivalent
of 150,000 ii.iis of
dynamite or ten times the
blast that devastated
Hiroshima in 1945.
Because of the missed
deadline for completing
terms of the treaty limiting
peaceful explosions. Ikle
said, the weapons treaty will
be held back from formal
ratification by the Senate.
In the meantime, Ikle
said, there is no obligation,
legal or moral, on the two
superpowers to refrain from

new tests. In fact, Ikle
added, if terms are not
reached by the negotiators,
meeting in Moscow, within
60 days, "we will proceed as
If there is no agreement."
However. Ikle
emphasized that "we can
now clearly see the end of
the road.'' and
"negotiations have moved
ahead and made real
progress, particularly in
recent weeks."
A Ford administration
official said Tuesday that
American and Soviet
negotiators meeting in
Moscow reached basic
agreement on the on-site
inspections, which the
Russians traditionally have
opposed. But he, too. said
some details remain to be
hammered out.

Today Is April Fools Day but we're not fooling
for one day (today,Apr.1st)
we will deduct

Take ahold of our
Thursday sub deal.
Our reg. $1.85 sub
Is only $1.00
tonight
5 p.m. to midnight

Internationally-known Argentine fiction writer and
poet Jorge Luis Borges, will talk on "The Writer and His
Destiny" at 2 p.m. Monday in the White Dogwood Suite.
Union.
The presentation, sponsored by the creative writing
program, is free and open to the public.
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US opposed to possible
Syrian intrusive action
BEIRUT. Lebanon
<AP) - Leftist Moslem chief
Kamal Junblatt said
yesterday he was under
"intense pressure" from
Syria to stop the fighting in
the Lebanese civil war. But
with Christian forces on the
defensive he showed no
willingness to do so.
Special American envoy
L. Dean Brown arrived on i
mission to see what the US
government can do to end
the war between
Palestinian-aided Moslems
and rightist Christians.
Sporadic gunfire rang in the
distance as Brown drove up
to the heavily guarded US
Embassy in a bullet-proof
limousine and was escorted
inside by Marines with
shotguns.
Brown reiterated
American support for
Syrian efforts to end the
war through negotiation,
but the United States has

expressed strong opposition
to any foreign military
intervention.

must agree to the
resignation of President
Suleiman Franjieh and
far-reaching changes in the
distribution of political
power before the Moslems
will stop fighting.

POLICE estimated 40
persons were killed and 81
wounded in scattered
fighting in Beirut and its
suburbs yesterday, but
police are unable to enter
many combat zones to
make an accurate count.
More than 14,000 persons
have died since the war
began last April.
Junblatt, of the Moslem
Druze sect, said Syria has
blocked a shipment of
4.000 weapons and seven
million r ounds of
ammunition from reaching
Lebanese Moslems and has
stationed 18,000 soldiers on
its side of the border to seal
access routes into Lebanon.
However, he said he
would not change his
opinion that forces of the
Christian Phalange party

Christian sectors near
Martyr's Square, and fresh
fires broke out in a seedy
downtown bar district
known as Zeitouneh.
In northern Lebanon, a
tank and artillery battle was
reported between Moslems
in the port city of Tripoli
and Christians from
Zagharta. Franjieh's home
town.
Moslem militiamen and
Palestinian guerrillas have
steadily taken over key
positions of the Christian
Phalange party militia in
recent days and have been
pushing toward the
Phalangists' headquarters in
Beirut.
EGYPTIAN President
Anwar Sadat, in West
Germany on a European
tour, issued a warning
yesterday of "Hands off
Lebanon," addressing it
specifically to Syria and the
Soviet Union.

POLITICAL sources in
Beirut are spreading rumors
of possible Syrian military
intervention to impose
another cease-fire if Syrian
President Hafez Assad loses
his patience with Junblatt.
These reports emanate
principally from Franjieh
and his entourage at the
port of Jounieh. 12 miles
north of Beirut. The
Christian president fled
there March 25 after a
Moslem bombardment
forced him out of the
presidential palace.
Gunfire was reported
yesterday along the new
front lines in Beirut
between Moslem and
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Death penalty argued in court
WASHINGTON
(AP) -- Solicitor General
Robert H. Bork yesterday
urged the Supreme Court to
overturn its 1972 ruling that
the death penalty may not
be inflicted by juries which
are given little or no
guidance for its imposition.
Bork. the lawyer
responsible for presenting
government cases before the
nation's highest court, said
the 1972 decision had
required states to adopt
"second choice" systems to
preserve capital punishment.
IN CONTRAST. Stanford
University law professor
Anthony G. Amsterdam
argued that even a life term
in solitary confinement with
no chance of parole is
constitutionally preferable
to the death penalty.
Amsterdam's assertion
came after Justice Lewis F.
Powell Jr.. breaking a
silence he had maintained
since the death penalty
arguments began Tuesday,
said that if capital
punishment is to be
abolished "society must
have some effective
alternative."
In the most emotional
moment yet in the
sometimes dry and legalistic
hearing. Powell brought up
Buchenwald. the Nazi
concentration camp in
which thousands of Jews
died during World War II.
"IF WE HAD had
lurisdiction over the
commandant of
Buchenwald, would you

with current
standards.

have thought the death
penalty an appropriate
response?" Powell asked.
Amsterdam responded
that his instincts would tell
him the commandant and
others should die but his
reasoning tells him
differently.
The exchange occurred
during arguments on a
North Carolina case in
which James Tyrone
Woodson and Luby Waxton
were sentenced to death for
the fatal shooting of a
liquor store clerk, a woman,
in 1974.
Bork and William E.
James, assistant California
attorney general, both
argued as "friends of the
court" in support of the
death penalty.

1972 ruling, either making
it mandatory for specified
crimes or spelling out
guidelines lor juries and
judges to follow. One of
these states' laws, in Illinois,
had been declared
unconstitutional by a state
supreme court ruling.
Congress has approved the
death penalty for murders
arising from hijacking of
airliners.

"When 35 state
legislatures and the Congress
of the United States have
adopted a penalty, it is
impossible to say that it is
out of step with current
morality," Bork argued.
Legislatures or voters in
35 states have reimposed
the death penalty since the

gunmen IU'VM,,,,!,,,,,,,

NY transit workers may strike
in defiance of court order
NEW YORK (AP)-A
court order barring a
walkout of transit workers
was issued yesterday, but
union leaders voiced
defiance and went ahead

with plans for in illegal
city-wide bus and subway
strike al midnight. A strike
would strand three million
daily passengers.
"They can serve all the

Callawoy talks 'regrettable'
WASHINGTON (AP)-Conversations between former
Army Secretary Howard H. "Bo" Callaway and two Civil
Aeronautics Board (CAB) members about special air
charters to the ski resort Callaway controlled were
regrettable but apparently not a violation of CAB
regulations, the board said yesterday.
The board said an investigation by its Bureau of
Enforcement into the possibility that Callaway may have
used his influence to benefit a corporation he controlled
turned up insufficient evidence to establish any violation of
CAB rules.
However, the board said it was sending its report and
materials gathered during its investigation to the
Department of Justice, which had requested the
information. The Justice Department also is looking into
Callaway's activities on behalf of Crested Butte
Development Corp., a Colorado ski resort which he
controls.
The CAB also said it was forwarding its report to the
Department of Defense since some of the conversations
Callaway had with the two board members and with CAB
staff occurred while he was secretary of the Army.

JAMES URGED the
court to "rule that the
death penalty is not an
impermissible punishmentthat it is at least available to
society in appropriate cases
for its protection."
Bork argued that the
Constitution allows the
imposition of the death
penalty for "the deterrence
of crime and the expression
of moral outrage" among
other purposes.
He disputed Amsterdam's
argument that the penalty is
an unconstitutional cruel
and unusual punishment
because it is infrequently
inflicted, gives too much
discretion to juries,
discriminates against racial
minorities or is not in line

moral

- —- .

'"' '"'"" cnil<'ren '" Beirut. Lebanon, witnessing the cit> 's continuing civil ».ir has
become part of their daily routine This little irirl looks on as Nasserite Leftist
gunmen set up a machinegun behind the US I in kiss v in lleirut's residential district.
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CALLAWAY resigned as President Ford's election
campaign manager Tuesday as several government
investigations involving Crested Butte resort proceeded. He
said in an interview that "I'm confident Iheie will be
complete exoneration."
Cjllaway had been on leave lroin lUc campjjM uni sines
published reports that before resigning''^ R>etcmc
Department job he met in his Pentagon office with
Agriculture Department and Forest Service officials to
argue for expansion of the resort. Crested Bulte resort is
located on government land and local Forest Service
officials had opposed its expansion.
In the CAB matter. Crested Butte Development Corp.
was trying to get the agency to waive its aii charter
regulations so that Ski package tours could be operated
from Atlanta, Ga.. to an airport near the ski resort.
The exemptions would be necessary because the type of
charter proposed by Crested Butte was not allowed by CAB
rules in effect at the time. Those rules required all
participants in a charter flight to be members of an affinity
group or for the flight to make three stops.
,

Injunctions the) wont," said
a spokesman foi the
34.000-membei All « It)
Transport Workers Union.
"An injunction won'I stop i
Itlikc not end one. ()nl\
good-faith negotiation! will
do tlut."
But reports from a
Ihrcc-man team of labor
media tors who were
shepherding contract talks
between I lie rrantll
Workers l nlon and the
Transit Authority wen
grim.
"We MUffc nmhm.
significant Id report," lala
one of the three, slate
mediation chairman Vincent
McDonnell. "The situation
is Hill grave."
THE UNION sought an
unspecified increase in
wages that not* average
$16,541 a year. But the ciiy
was limited under Mate
mandate from raising wages.
except on a deferred basil
or as a cosi-ol'-living reward
for improved productivity.
The Transit Authority

^0&^§>VUA-

claimed u was snagged on
ihe horns of a dilemma
brought on by the city's
fiscal crisis and
near-bankruptcj
Miyoi Abraham Beame
set up an emergency
la b o r - m a n a g e m e n t
com mil tee yesterday to
help him in event of a
strike, The New York Stock
Excha n ge announced
strike-contingency plans to
close an hour early, at 3
p.m. EST. This was in
response to the mayor's
uquesi thai fctMnessee
stagger closing hours. The
exchange said it would
continue lo open at 10 a.m.
THE NO-STRIKE order
was signed in the state
S ii p i e m e Court in
Manhattan by Justice
Samuel Spiegel. It was based
on the Tayloj law. which
forbids Strike! by state and
niuiikipal employes, a low
consistently ignored over
the yean by New York City
public employe unions,
including the Transit
Woikers Union

in cooperation with the
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All Paid By landlord.
* Tenant Pays Only Electric

PHONE
352-5163
(Special Summer Rates
Available '300 for Summer)
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ADMISSION 5JD0
includes 2 free drinks

SEATING IS LIMITED
reservations
recommended
352-5211

ENJOY COCKTAILS AND
I.ICIIT IIORS'DOECVRES
SERVED TABLESIDE

—HAIR
—PORCY&HESS
—GODSPELL
—WEST SIDE STOR Y
—THE FANTASTIKS
and many more.

PRICE OF $5 INCLUDES
2 FREE DRINKS OF YOl 'ft
CHOICE.

WAREHOUSE
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—MUSIC MAN
—SWEET CHARITY
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TWO PERFORMANCES EACH NIGHT -8:00 & 10:00 P.M.
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A New York Cabaret style performance of two acts
crammed with the best songs and dances of Broadway.
Staged by the Orphyum Circuit talented music & theatre majors from bgsu

tM-237-5990
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The News now
has a position

9 em. lo9p.m
Clofffd Sunrjay 9 p.m.
!o Moo., 9 a.m.

open for a
librarian to
maintain our
newsclip files.
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University Hall.
Deadline is
April 5.
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Monitoring panel
faces difficulties

LIMIT ONE COUPON PER FAMILY
Pricon a&od Mon., Mar. ?t thru Son.. Apr. 4, 19'6 at
Kioqor in Bowling i.reen. Subject to .applicable? ttate
ii'»l local ta-et

WASHINGTON
(AP)--Scnale efforts to
create a single panel to
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monitor US
intelligence
agencies arc in disarray
because of reluctance of
other
commitlces to
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Also scheduled to testily
is CIA director George
Uush. who administration

W^~ Limit 1 With Coupon I *5 Additional Purchase
I ■(•*< B.ai Wtne tt CiaaMenae And Oi*>«* Couctone With Pytrl

LIMIT ORE COUPON Pf* FIMILT
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should create a single
intelligence committee.

their curienl authority over
the CIA. FBI and othei
i intelligence agencies.
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Kroger Meat Or

BEEF
WIENERS

to centralize die monitoring
of intelligence agencies as
"going 180 degrees in the
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opposite direction."
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officials say is concerned
thai
the Senate may
increase, not decrease, the
number of committees he
would be required to brief
on intelligence operations.
One
administration
official described the effort

KROGER MINI MIZER COUPON

69
plus deposit

<

would
create a
new
committee with exclusive
jurisdiction over the
intelligence community was
approved earlier this month
by the Senate Government
Operations Committee. The
commitlcc"s analysis of the
resolution stales that "other
committees thai formerly
had jurisdiction over the
intelligence agencies would
not
continue to have

community."
SENIOR members of the
Senate Judiciary and Armed
Services committees arc
expected to urge (he rules
panel not lo strip them of

"9*■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■N

that

jurisdiction."
"I
think
we've lost
ground" one administralion
official said in reference to
President
Ford's slated
position
that Congress
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M. or F. rmmte-own bdrm.
&
ba th r m .
$70/mo.
352-3249.

Leaving B.G. 1-2 f. rmts.
sub. house spr. 50/mo. util,
pd. Close Jean 352-03 79.

Jewels by Park Lane. Needs
rep. in this area. Part-time
work-full time pay. Work 15
in-, a wk. 4 earn $150.
Write S.K. Price R.R. 4,
Defiance. O. 43512. Please
send lesume.

One Refrigerator to Rent or
buy, 2-1745.

Register
AMERICAN

ASIAN
STUDIES

course.
AeVS
100/300.
Sections 0003/0011. Meats
6-8 p.m.. Tues. and Thun.
Errol
Lam,
Instructor.
ASIAN
AMERICAN
STUDIES!!

1 M. rmmte. immed. Gypsy
Ln. Estate 352-8134. Call
anytime.
1 M. to
352-4046.

subl.

for

Spr.

1 f. immed. nice apt. Close
to campus. $64/mo » elec.
352-2485.
4th M. rmte. share 2 bdrm.
apt.
Util. pd. 352-3353.
$56.25/mo.
F. rmmt. for
spg. Qtr.
$85/mo. Own im. & bath.
352-1938.
2 F rmmts for Univ. Village
Apt.
Beginning Fall.
352-6661.
PERSONALS
WHO IS TORY?
TONITE! Our first annual
Show-Off-Your-Tan Party!
50 cents admission & Free
Beer!
An all
campus
welcome back spectacular at
the Delta Tau Delta House!
Kick off Spring vv/ the rest
of us. We Dare You!
Thanks to the Brothers and
Little Sisses of Tau Kappa
Epsilon
for a wonderful
wife swapping party - The
Brothers of Delta Tau.
Jan' and Ugly: Congratulations on your Mortar
Board membership! The
early wake-up was worth it!
KAPPA SIGMA
RUSH
TONIGHT: COME SEE
WHAT
WE'RE
ALL
ABOUT 7:30 till 9.
The Fonz is scopin'
Tina. He's no nerd.

Phi Kappa Psi rush tonight.
7 p.m. All interested men
invited to see what our
fraternity has to offer.
Congratulations to Bob and
Debbie on your Bahama
pinning. The brothers of
SAE.
TORY
TOWN.

IS

COMING

TO

Jan • Congratulations on
your Wicki Scholarship and
Mortar Board Membership.
Couldn't happen to a
sweeter girl. Good Luck.
Del ores.
FINDERS RECORDS NEW
RELEASES:
EAGLES,
WINGS, KISS. OUTLAWS.
JOE WALSH,
ROBIN
TROWER,
SANTANA.
GENESIS AND MANY
MORE AT FINDERS.
Try
the
new
T KE
Experience like Terry
Bradshaw, Ronald Reagan
and thousands of OTHERS
Have.
- TKE RUSH PARTY THURS. 7:00-?
Hot Dogs & Refreshments.
Listen for the Bell! Thurs.
Nite and Follow it to the
Alpha Gamma Delta Sor.
House for the ATO Spring
Rush. 7-9 p.m.
Kappa Sigs Get raady for
Spring. The Suns Up!!
FOR SALE
New
at
Klever's
Jewelers...Needlepoint Kits
for Frat. and Sorority crest
and symbols.

WANTED
1 t. to suW. close to campus
$87.50/mo. 352-1439.

6 rutoUpariu
7 Bulww-Lytloti
horoin.
8 Foronjnrwr
9 KiiKtol
hammor
10 Darlinf.
11 "
layrara
12 Mounuin Pnt■j
13 S-.-.ll...
19 Mov.malm.
II
Th.
at
..Urn,.
24 UnaviaUr (ood
17 Chi-an. durh

>■
41

Diivers with car. Apply in
person. Crusty's Pizza. S32
E. Wooster St.

Journalism Majors: there are
openings Spring Quarter on
the WFAL News Staff for
reporters & announcers.
Internship
credit
Is
available.
If interested
contact Tim Lecko at the
Station. 413 S. Hall During
Business Hrs.
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2 people to subl. 2 bdrm.
apt. this sum. 352-1729.

"TENNIS INSTRUCTORS
WANTED - for Spring or
Summer:
need good
background in playing and
teaching. Good to excellent
salary. Call WASHINGTON
TENNIS SERVICES at
(703) 548-2064, 548-6338.
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Any student interested in
helping the Morris Udall
campaign in Wise. Apr. 2-4
call 372-2921 or 372-5082.

F Barmaid evenings. 21. No
experience necessary.
Pemberville. Call 9-12 a.m.
287-3270.
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BRIDGE LESSON registration now open for Spring
Quarter. Students meet Tuesday 7 to 9. non-students on
Wednesday 8 to 10 beginning April 13 & 14 in Wayne
Room of Union. All beginners should come to a free Help
Session at 7 p.m. Tues. April 6. Phone Union Activities
372-2343 for reservations.
HELP WANTED
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B.G.S.U. Karate Club to meet at 7:30 p.m. in the Faculty
Lounge of the Union. Meeting for anyone interested in
learning Karate; Beginners Classes will be discussed.

Intro, to Plant Life and
creative side of Plant Life.
ClAses starting soon. Call
the PLANT LADY now to
register 352-1809.

We also guarantee that we will do everything in our power to have ample
supplies of all advertised specials on our shelves when you shop for them
If due to conditions beyond our control, we run out of an advertised special.
we will substitute the same item in a comparable brand (when such an item
is available) reflecting the same savings or if you prefer, give you a RAIN
CHECK which entitles you to the same advertised special at the same price
any time within 30 days

14 Lily plant
15 Heathery place
14 Put on a
peorftlaJ
17 Individual
lfl Black eyed
Suaan

CAMPUS CALENDAR
ThursdayrAprll 1, I97S

SERVICES OFFERED
Ear Piercing now at Klever's
Jewelers. $7.50 complete
with earring. Ph. 353-6691.

Everything you buy at Kroger ib guaranteed lor your total satisfaction regard
less ol manufacturer If you are not satisfied. Kroger will replace your item
with the same brand or a comparable brand or refund your money

tl 1 followed by U
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23 BoDkbeeping
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42 Kioto currency

20 Sanctum or
circle
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threatens to
sabotage the goal ol
proposed legislation to
create a new committee as a
means of "centralizing
oversight of the intelligence

(Committee,

1 Lb
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aired yesterday at hearings
before the Senate Rules
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

One water bad, frame and
liner. 352-4247 after 9 p.m.
Pioneer turntable PL 15D
7-16 E. Wooster basement
3-10 p.m.
APT. SALE 703 2nd St.
Apt.
IB. April 1st-16th
from 4-9 p.m. GOODIES
GALORE.'
Yahama Rec. Fisher Spkrs.
352-2481 after 4 p.m.
1973 Mobile Home. 14x70
3 bdrms. lv> baths, fully
skirted with tipout and
shed. Good cond. 352-5066.
or 352-4010.
Stereo-Sony comp. system
excel. $300 new. $125.
352-9120.

for
Sylvania Stereo

372-1014.

54 Craneerauain

57 Kiehdieh

1966 Grand Prix. pspb.
$400 352-4198. after 5 p.m.
Upright
piano
French
provincial Cherry. New
$ 1 000.
make
of fei.
287-4608.
FOR RENT
Rm. to Rent-Williams St.
Male only. Call after 6:30
352-8676.
1 bdrm. furn. apts. 1 blk.
from campus, on ManvOle.
Also 1-3 bdrm. with a/c
avail. Fall and/or sum.
352-5239 or 823-7555 after
5:30 p.m.

—i

2 bdrm. furn. apts. with a/con 2nd St. avail. Fall and/or
sum. 352-5239. 823-7555
after 5:30.
Sum: furn. 2 man apt. 21*
Wks. from campus all util.
pd. Free laundry rm. Call
352-1369.
Apartments and rms. Fall &
Summer rentals. 352-7365.
2 bdrm. furn. pd. util.
except elec. Laundry facil.
Lounge avail, ample
parking. 288-1462 or
352-1778.
Must
relocate,
immed.
occup. furn. 1 bdrm. apt.
air. util. pd. $170/mo.
352-6246 after 5:30 p.m.
3 bdrm. House 1 Wk. from
campus Avail, starting sum.
& fall thru school year. Call
878-7437. Waterville, Ohio.
5 bdrm. house 1 Wk. from
campus. Beginning in Fall.
878-7437.
Rms. avail, with kitchen
priveleges. Avail, sum. & or
beginning fall thru school
yr. Call 352-7039.
2 BEDROOM, 4 PERSON,
FURNISHED. AC, FREE
TV
CABLE.
TENANT
PAYS
ONLY
FOR
ELECTRIC. $74/MO. PER
STUDENT. LOCATED AT
521
E. MERRY NEAR
CAMPUS. EXCELLENT
CONDITION
*2
BEDROOM. 4 PERSON.
FURNISHED A-C. FREE
TV CABLE.
TENANT
PAYS
ONLY
FOR
ELECTRIC. $65/MO. PER
STUDENT. LOCATED AT
824 6th ST. EXCELLENT
CONDITION. "FOR MORE
DETAILS
CALL
NEWLOVE
REALTY.
352-5163.
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Former BG coach rai#eols fhe 'other tfato.'

Vivian gives his reasons for leaving Crusaders
EDITOR'S NOTE: Jerry Muck is i former assistant sports
editor of the News and is presently a municipal affairs
reporter for the Astabula (0.) Star-Beacon. He knows Jack
Vivian personally, having covered the Falcon hockey squad
for two seasons for WFAL radio and the Bowling Green
Daily Sentind-Trihune when Vivian coached here.
Last
month, Vivian granted Masek an exclusive interview and he
told his side of his controversial stay with the Cleveland
Crusaders in this three part series.
By Jerry Masek
Jack Vivian resigned recently as general manager of the
Cleveland Crusaders hockey team. Since his resignation, he
has remained silent, sorting out in his mind the evenis
which led to his leaving the club.
Two weeks ago. in a .'0-minute telephone interview with
the Astabula (O.i Star-Beacon. Vivian gave his version of
what happened. It was his first public statement since the
resignation.
In the interview. Vivian revealed that:
••Many other pro hockey teams have made offers to him.
■■His one mistake as general manager was trying to do too
much, and handle too many duties.
-THE PLAYERS wearing Hack armbands was the key
incident which led to the resignation. C's owner Jay Moore

told Vivian that he would stop the action, but then did not.
-Star goalie Gerry Chccvers knew he wasn't playing well,
and wanted to leave the club because he felt an
"obligation" to the franchise
-The team is not financially set. and it is "flying by on
the seat of its pants."
•-The news media did not "run him out of Cleveland."

He started the sport of hockey at Bowling Green and
•tVCtal of his teams earned national recognition. The BGSU
lea Arena is still referred lo as "The House that Jack Built."
"I'm not ashamed of what happened with the C's. not by
a long shot. I tried to do what was right all the lime," he
said.

VIVIAN SAID the number of calls and offers he has
received since he offered the ("s his resignation on Match
11 has been "wry gratifying."
"The league (World Hockey Association) officials told
me they didn't want 10 lose a man of my stature." lie said.
"I haven't made up my mind yet. but there are many
possibilities. I've received calls from the WHA. the NHL.
the minor leagues and I've been offered everything from a
part ownership of a pro hockey club to managing a minor
league team.
"I'm also considering an aililctic administration position
at a university level, or managing a college rink.
"I don't know set what I'll do. I'm trying to decide what
is best for my family. I'm still coming down from what
happened. I spent three good years with the club."

"There are many obstacles," he said. "We overcame an
awful lot. But there is still a lot to overcome. It's still a
rough road ahead, and the future of the entire WHA is
questionable.
"I'M NOT A bit ashamed of any decision," he added.
They were made with the facts. I was a company man
always, not a leant man."
What's a 'company man"'
"That means I always acted in the best interest of the
Cleveland Cuisaders Ltd.. and not in the best interest of
Jack Vivian," lie said. That caused many of his
"coniroveisial" decisions, lie added.
Vivian blamed part of Ins problem on not being able to
concentrate full) on running the team.

VIVIAN ADDED that there was "no chance" of his
reluming lo his alma mater. Bowling Green State
University, except in an administrative capacity.

Finley named to BG grid staff
Bowling Green's first hockey coach and ex-general
manager of the Cleveland Crusaders Jack Vivian, in an
exclusive interview with former News assistant sports
editor Jerry Masek, cited the inactivity of owner Jay
Moore during the 'armband incident' as a major
reason for his resignation from the dub. (Newsphoto
by Joe Durwal).

Dave Finley has been
named to replace Mario
Russo on the Falcon
football coaching staff,
athletic director Dick
Young announced this
week.
Finley. former assistant
coach at Western Michigan,
will return to his alma mater
to coach Bowling Green's

defensive tackles and middle
guards.
The 28-year-old Finley
won all-Mid American
Conference honors as an
offensive guard for the IQ70
Falcons. The l'»7l graduale
served a year as j graduate
assistant and earned his
master's degtee from BG In
1072.

Fest left unprotected

"Mike Brown. Bengals
assistant general manager,
told me he was "sorry they
lost me", I don't see how
they can be sorry when they
put me up on the list of
unprotected players," Fest
said in a telephone interview
from his home in San
Antonio. Tex.

The Bengals, in addition
to being unable to protect
Fest from the new Tampa
franchise, also lost free
safety Ricky Davis and
strong safety Lyle
Blackwood.
- __. ^
THfe 265-pound Fest was
one of the five players left
from the Bengal team that
started the team's first
season in 1%8. He was
noted for his versatility and
played tackle, guard and
was backup center to Bob
Johnson.
The
choice

sixth-round draft
from Texas said

neither Mike Brown nor the
team's coach Bill Johnson
ever gave him an answer
about why he was left
unprotected dunng the
recent draft.
"I'm curious why I was
pai up." he said. "T figured1
there might've been others
put up before me. We liked
it in Cincinnati. My wife is
crying her eyes out. We've
got a house up there and
our three boys liked it."
THE BENGALS coach
said the decision to leave
Fest unprotected came after
a lot of discussion and
analyzing.

Canton businessmanseeks
minor league hockey dub
CANTON.
Ohio
(AP)--Wayne Hose, a
31 -year-old Michigan
■businessman, is exploring
the possibility of landing an
International Hockey
League expansion team for
Canton.
Hose, assistant to the
president of a Dearborn,
Mich., manufacturing firm,
met with Canton city
officials this week to discuss
a long-term lease of the

Canton Auditorium
A S2 million renovation
project has been completed
on the auditorium and Hose
told Canton officials: "It's a
super facility, as good as
any in the league."
HOSE IS sure he can be
designated as the owner of
the IHL's 10th team, saying,
"I've got the votes to get
the new franchise." The
league will consider a 10th
team at its May meeting, he

said.
Al Savill St., owner of the
financially-troubled
Columbus Owls, also came
to Canton last week to look
over the renovated
auditorium.
Savill has
threatened to move the
Owls to Grand Rapids,
Mich., unless Columbus
starts backing his team.
The IHL currently has
nine teams in Ohio,
Michigan, Indiana and Iowa.

1976-77

Varsity Cheerleadlng
Try-outs
Monday, April 5

Registration and Clinic

Tuesday, April 6
Instructional Clinic
Wednesday, April 7....lnstroctional Clinic
Thursday, April 8

Semi-Final Judging

Monday, April 12
Instructional Clink
Wednesday, April 14
Final Judging
All sessions will be held from 7 • 9 pm
In Anderson Arena
MEN AND WOMEN
ARE WELCOME TO TRY OUT 11

RUSSO RESIGNED his

position ■•.«" ■veeks ego lo

join the coaching staff at
the University of Wisconsin.
Defensive end coach Johnny
Cooks left the BG staff
earlier for a similar position
at Ins a I m a mater.
No nh western Universit)
Cook) just joined the staff
last April.

Ex-Bengal claimed by draft

CINCINNATI
(AP)- Howard Fest's
departure in the National
Football League expansion
draft came quickly and
without warning for one of
the last five uri^iji.il
Cincinnati Bengals. '

Since leaving BG. Finley
coached two years at
Portsmouth High School.
served a oneyeai stint at
Wayne Stale University and
joined the Bronco stall as
offensive center and guard
coach last season.

"He's disappointed."
Johnson said. "I told hint
these things happen and
usually turn out for the
best."
Blackwood, who also
lives-'iri San Anronio, said he
had mixed emotions about
leaving the Bengals.

"We're reel pleased to
haw DlVC back al Howling
Green." head
coach Don
Nehlen said of Finleys'
appointment. "Our staff
was interested in adding a
Bowling Green graduate and
Dave fits the bill. He's a
former captain and has a
reputation as a great

recruiter.''
"I really didn't expect to
be put up. I thought if
they'd gel rid of me. they'd
trade me," Blackwood said.
"I was looking forward to
coming back. I talked to
Mike Brown at the end of
the season and told him
how I felt about things."

N eb Ic n
has also
announced his 11> 7 0
coaching staff for the

ALL CAMPUS PARTY
WELCOME BACK
— SHOW OFF YOUR TAN

upcoming spring practice
season which begins April 6.
The offensive alignment
will remain intact with
Roger Merb starting Ins
third season with the backs
and receivers. Carl
Battershell will stay with
the tackles and tight ends
and Mike Jacobs enters Ins
second season with the
guards and centers

THURS.. APRIL 1
RUSH 7:30 - 9:00
PARTY 9:00 - ???
50c ADMISSION
COME MEET THE BROTHERS OF

DALE STRAHM. the
srx-xe.ii veteran of the Staff,
has
been
given
responibililics of defensive
coordinator in addition lo
coaching the linebeckis.

DELTA TAU DELTA
AND THE SISTERS OF

ALPHA XI DELTA

Russ Jacques will remain
with the defensive backs
and "rookie" I.any

Thompson

will

BEER FREE

replace

AT THE
DELTA TAU DELTA HOUSE

Cooks with the ends.
Nehlen also said that Hob
Simmons, Bowling Green's
academic advisor and
counselor, would be
working in all areas of
football coaching this
spring. Simmons was a
two-year starter and
linebacker for BG in I'M)')
and l'>70.

BARGAIN PRICES
THURSDAY IS STUDENT NICHT
„

AH

siuniNis si is. wimi.o i

SATURDAY-SUNDAY BARGAIN MAT IMF'S
ADUirSONlVSI.lSI

Watch for SporTallcbeginning next week

NOW.
Gene
Wider

Madeline
Kahn

Marty

Hi

PUBLIC NOTICE

"SHERLOCK
HOLMES" AT
7:30 AND

9:30 PM

There has been some
confusion regarding the legal
division of the former
"Cherry Hill Village"

Dom DeLuise Leo McKenv-

PENDELTON REALTY IS
managing FOREST APT.
FOREST IS the south Vi of the
former complex

CINEMA 2

HELDI
X
OVER! was never
...2ND
like this.
HOT
WEEK!

PENDELTON [SNOT
Piedmont Apt.

PENDELTON IS NOT associated
with Douglas Valentine.

PENDELTON IS NOT associated
with Preferred Properties

^KSS

"EMMAN
UELLE"
TONITE AT
7:30 AND
9:30 PM

Emmanuelle is sensual, but she's
elegant. Emmanuelle is fantasy, but
she's fun. But most important she leaves
you with a singular lack of guilt.

<&*&*

SOONI
"TAXI
MIVI*"

L»|MMIII<

To see the newly reconditioned

FOREST APARTMENTS please call
PENDELTON REALTY at352-l619
or the Resident Manager of FOREST
APARTMENTS at 853 Napoleon Road,
Apt. 1, phone

352-2276
IT DOCS MAKE A DIFFERENCE WITH
I WHOM YOU LEASE. ASK YOUR FRIENDSI

Thai man of
'TRUE G«r
it bmck and look
' 11*0*901 Mm

| "ROOSTER
COQBURN"

M»

,30

#<

Despite golfers' inexperience

Piper still a positive thinker
By Dick Ree>
Associate Sports Editor
Normally, a coach whose
squad has finished last in a
14-team tournament docs
not have too many nice
things to say.
But John Piper is a man
of positive thinking.
And the seventh-year
Bowling Green golf mentor
summarized his team's
spring trip and appearance
in
the
Iron Duke
Invitational with his usual
optimism.
"IT WAS only an
exhibition and it doesn't
count on our record," Piper
said of BG's 14th place
finish in the Duke tourney.
'Two days later, we played
Pennsylvania (which
finished 40 shots ahead of
BG at Duke) and beat them.
377-404.
"Then we played at
Marshall Friday and we
played decent," he added.

"But the improvement in
the players' scores, good
weather and a lot of
practice time that we got in
was encouraging."
Eight golfers made the
nine-day journey through
North Carolina and played a
round on Pinehurst course
two where the World Open
is staged.
Of the eight, only one,
captain Steve Mossing, is a
senior. The lone junior
making the trip Was
two-year regular Jim
Decker. That left three
sophomores and three
freshmen.
THE YOUTHFUL bunch.

short of tournament
experience but possessing
excellent potential talent,
leaves Piper with an
undetermined forecast for
the upcoming season.
''Looking at it
realistically, we don't have
much
tournament
experience in college,
although most of the
players have played
extensively in junior
tournaments." he explained.
"So I think the month of
April will see a lot of people
in and out of the lineup, a
lot of challenges and
experimenting."
In recent years. Piper has

The BG New

set up a system of challenge
matches between two or
more players to determine
lineup spots for
tournaments.

the southern trip, will be
playing 36 holes on the
University course this
weekend along with the
four remaining varsity
members.

THEREFORE, based on
their play on the spring
tour, sophomores John
Miller, Gary Treater and
Lonnie Anthony will be in
. the lineup this weekend
along with rookies Steve
Cruse and Pat Dugan.

"Then the best of them
will challenge the worst of
the Marshall tourney
performers to see who will
be in the lineup for Ashland
(in -two weeks)," the BG
coach explained.

Decker edged Mossing in
a challenge to gamer the
sixth spot for the upcoming
Marshall Invitational.
Even so. Piper said that
Mossing and freshman Jim
Ford, both of whom made

"I think we have a lot of
young talent, talent that
needs to be sorted out." he
continued. "Some of the
guys we're leaving home this
weekend could be in the
lineup next weekend.
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New coach brings winning tradition
EDITOR'S NOTE: Watch
for an indepth interview
with the Falcon's new
n.i.1%,-. hall coach in next
week's News.

Treater

The stadium and numerous evergreens provide the background as
Falcon golfer Gary Treater addresses a shot in last spring's action.
The sophomore Treater was one of eight linksters who made a
nine-day tour through North Carolina. (Newsphoto by Jim
Osborn)

Team tabs three sophomores

Hockey captains named
Sophomores Dave
Easton, Byron Slum and
Tom Thomas have been
selected by their teammates
as tri-captains fOI die
1976-77 Falcon hockey
squad, it was announced
yesterday by the Sports
Information Office.
"Byron is a natural leader
on the ice and commands a
great deal of respect from
the players," Falcon head
coach Ron Mason said
about the appointment.
"Tom is not only well
respected by his teammates,
but his steady performance
ft last two seasons has
een a tremendous
influence on the team.
"But it's hard wotk in
practice and in the games
that has earned all three
players the honors of being
elected captain."
Easton. who has played
on the same forward line
with Shult and right wing
Steve Murphy the past two
seasons, was a tri-captain for
this year's Central Collegiate
Hockey Association

regulai-season championship
squad with Kevin
MacDonalil and Rich Nagai.
Tenier East on's .W points
(14-20--M) ranked fifth this
season in team scoring,
while left winn Shut I

(I4-I4-2K) was 10th and
defcnseinan Thomas
(4-23-27) llth.
In addition. Shutt's 76
minutes in penalises ranked
second on the squad to
MacDonald'sHI.

Messersmith to
Yankees or not?
ST. PETERSBURG. Fla.
(API-The New York
Yankees said yesterday they
had "entered into a written
agreement" with Andy
Messersmith "through his
authorized agent. Herb
Osmond," I'm four years.
However, the Yanks, in
the statement by club
president Gabc Paul, said
they have learned that
Messersmith. a free agent
lot the past two weeks, "is
now attempting to void the
terms of the agreement."
"We have been advised,"
Paul said, "through the
attorney for the Players

Ruggers open season
The Bowling Green nigby team will open its spring
season today when it travels to Toledo to do battle with
the Toledo Celtics at .' p.m.
The first home scrimmage will be at .' p.m. Saturday at
Poe Ditch field, at the comer of Poe and Mercer Roads. The
competition will be the Windsor Borderers.
THIS IS THE Huh season of play for the ruggers. They
have competed both fall and spring since l%8. their first
year. During that time they have compiled a record of
160-61-14, a winning percentage of .724.
Last fall the ruggers were 11 -3-3 and posted victories
over Ohio State. Notre Dame and the University of Toledo.

ALPHA
SIGMA PHI

Association, that Mr.
Messersmith is now
attempting to void the
terms of the agreement
despite the fact that both
the Yankees and Mr.
Osmond bargained in good
faith, which baigaimng
culminated in a complete
meeting of the minds and
the execution by die parties
of a written agreement,
prepared by Mr. Osmond
himself, and accepted by
the Yankees
"WE INTEND to perform
our obligations under the
agreement and expect Mr.
Messersmith to do likewise.
I think I have been in this
business long enough to
know when we have a firm
agreement." Paul continued.
"It appears to me that
Andy Messersmith is being
made an unfortunate
pawn."
Paul was in his New York
office and not immediately
available to expand upon his
comments, which were
released in St. Petersburg,
where the Yankees were
playing the St. Louis
Cardinals in an exhibition
game.

Bowling Green hopes
John Weinert can enhance
his reputation as a college
basketball coach in a new
surrounding.
The 43-year-old cage
mentor was tabbed by
University Director Dick
Young as the new Falcon
basketball coach on March
24. Weinert replaced Pat
Haley, who resigned his
position this season after
coaching BG to a bl-bV
record in five years.
That reputation Weinert
brings to Bowling Green is a
winning one.
During the last three
seasons. Weinert coached St.
Joseph's College to three
straight appearances in the
NCAA Division II cage

7:30 • 9:30
TONIGHT

Write a
letter
to the
editor

ETHNIC STUDIES
Spring Courses
Intro to Asian American Studies
6-8 pm TR

U.S.: Studies of American Cultures
section 0005. A&S 100

2 MTWR

The Puerto Rican in America
section 5405, A&S 100

12 MTWR

Urban Ghetto: History of
Economic Realities «•=«•<>"0007. A&S 100
or 0013. A&S 300

All interested men welcome!

his first year at St. Joe's.

While playing a schedule
that featured such Division I
powerhouses as Notre
Dame. Marqueltc.
Cincinnati and Memphis
State. Weinert turned in
seasons of 20-10, 21-7 and
17-11 his last three
I
campaigns.
His 1974 squad won the
NCAA Division II Midwest
regional championship and
his 1975 team recorded the
best mark in St. Joe history
enroutc to winning the ICC
and finishing second in the
NCAA
Midwest

tournament.
FIVE OF Weinhert's last
six college teams have been
ranked in the final
Associated Press
college-division poll and his
homecourt record during
that period is 68-3.
Weinert began his head
coaching career at Rufus
King High School in

Milwaukee where he went
t>5-11> while winning three
regional championships.
Weinert. who has directed
the Milwaukee Bucks
Summer Basketball Camp
the last eight yeais.
attended Notre Dame and
Wisconsin
as an
undergraduate and earned
his bachelor's degree from
Wisconsin in 1955. He got
his master's degree from
Northern Michigan in 1968.
Weinert. who has
assumed his dunes this
week, was selected from
more than 100 applicants
and becomes Bowling
Green's 12th coach in 60
years.
"I THINK ANY coach
who loves coaching has a
dream someday about
coaching at a major-college
school," Weinert said upon
accepting the position
during a press conference.
"1 have had that dream and

I am very honored and
proud to be selected by
Bowling Green.
"WE COULD surprise a
lot of people this spring."
Piper said. "But right now,
it's difficult to predict
anything because we are so
inexperienced. I am just
going to have to be
patient."'
The Falcons finished
fourth in last year's
Mid-American Conference
(MAC) championships, but
lost two four-year lettermen
in Ken Walters and Mark
McConnell.
However. Miller. Treater
and Decker played in evey
tournament last spring and
Mossing has three years of
experience under his belt.
Last season, the loca,
linksters finished with n
70-22-3 tournament record,
raising Piper's overall mark
to 249-9h-5 in his six-year
stint.

Who said there is only
one way to do things?
Sweden's Uv WoUi
decided to put some
flair into a recent
women's golf
tournament in'
Melbourne. Australia
with this unique
perspective on her golf
ball for an upcoming
putt. (AP Wirephoto)

section 0003. A&S 100 of 0011. A&S 300

RUSH

tournament. He produced
either a conference
champion or an NCAA
tournament team .in five of
his last six yeats as head
coach at St. Joseph's and
Ripon College.
WEINERT'S RECORD
the past 10 seasons as a
head college coach is UX-'M
with a 72-3'» mark in four
years at St. Joseph's. During
his four-year stay there, the
Pumas went 34-14 in the
Indiana
Collegiate
Conference (ICC) and won
the league crown in 1975.
In addition, he inherited
a program that had won
only 30 per cent of its
games during a 25-year span
in the ICC which also
includes such schools as
Evansville and Butler.
After spearheading two
straight Midwest Conference
title teams at Ripon (Wise.)
in 1971 and 1972. the
Milwaukee native was 14-11

7:30 - 9:30 pm MW

The Black Reporter
section 1767. Jour 461. 6 - 10 pm W
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GOING OUT OF BUSINESS

SALE
20% OFF
All stock items
Frames
Mats
Pictures
Molding
HOURS: TUES. THURS.l0:00-5:30
SAT 10:00-4:00

WEIL FRAME IT
DISCOUNT
llPlCTUPql
336 S. MAIN ST

The Novy Officer Team
hat something
of interest for you.
They are your Officer Opportunities Teem,
and they nave something of interest for you
that could change your whole life—for the
better. They have details on special Navy
scholarships and officer training programs, any
one of which could be just what you're looking
for. Not iust for now. but for your future, too.
Be sure to make a note of the time and place
and find out what they have to say.

oate

March 31,

April I, 1976
Time
p

'**

9:oo a.m. fo 4:00 p.m.
Math-Science Building

FRAMING

NEXT TO ROLLER RINK
You can continue to receive our services in
Toledo at 2415 S. Byrne Road.

Be Someone Special in the Navy.

